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THE LAST DOGOON

A searing streak of yellow sparks across the sky. Nova – a human with the name of Richard Rider – follows behind
it, soaring through the air. Richard speaks to his helmet.
“Worldmind! A little boost here, please?”
“Richard, you are already traveling at a dangerous speed considering your current state of anger”, says
Worldmind – the voice of the artificial intelligence program that contains all knowledge, history, and culture of the
fallen planet Xandar.
“This missile will vaporize half of this planet, and you're WORRIED ABOUT MY ANGER?!” screams Nova.
“Shouting is unnecessary given the fact I am able to discern whispers— “
“WORLDMIND!”
“Routing additional thrusters.”
Nova soars faster, surrounded by a blazing orange heat. The missile shifts its aim toward the ground, pulling
away from the sky. Nova turns down, following it, inching closer and closer.
“Worldmind, start video recording, I want to have a record of what's happening. Also, how much longer
until this thing hits the city?”
“At this velocity, less than two minutes”.
Nova pushes himself further until he reaches the nose of the missile and grabs onto it.
“Scanning. The internal chamber is run completely off of this planet's form of electricity. Calculating the correct
energy waveform that will phase out the internal current.”
The missile falls at an alarming speed, vaulting closer to a city filled with tall, alien buildings. Nova is close
enough to view a giant blue, furry monster standing tall above the buildings. Flashes of gunfire surround it from
every side, both on the ground and in the air.
“Calculations complete. Disabling charge is ready and available.”
Nova's armored gloves light up with blinding blue light. Suddenly, the missile jerks away from Nova and flies even
faster toward the giant creature in the city.
“Worldmind, WHAT just happened?!” Nova flies behind the missile, trying to catch up.
“Richard, it seems the missile has locked onto its target and entered a new mode of acceleration.”
The city is now getting dangerously close. Nova can clearly make out the shapes of military-type personnel
shooting at the creature. He can hear the booming roar this monster emits as it shields its face from the onslaught
of firepower. That's strange…although this creature is being attacked, it doesn't seem to be retaliating at all.
“Feed me everything you can about this blue guy I'm looking at,” says Nova.
Nova latches onto the missile once more. The armored gloves light up and shock the missile with a big burst
of energy. The missile dies, its thrusters completely dissipating.
“Scanning.Weapon is completely offline. Threat level downgraded. Information about this alien is now
available.”
“Tell me everything, Worldmind.”
Nova, cradling the missile in his arms, flies down to the ground, landing between the military and the giant
blue creature.
“Everybody, STOP!” shouts Nova. The military types halt their gunfire. They whisper to each other, looks of
fright clearly slathered across their alien faces.
“Crap, I forgot - can you flip on the translation so they can understand me?” Nova's helmet lights up and he
can see inside his visor a notification that reads “English to Kosmosian – ENGAGED”. He turns his sights over to the
military unit staring at him.
“Alright so who is in charge here?” A Kosmosian General steps in front of the soldiers.
“What are you doing with our Phase Missile?” barks the General. Nova sets the missile on the ground.
“I neutralized it.”
“You lunatic! We needed that! We're being invaded by giants, in case you can't see. I thought you were a
soldier?”
“Yes, I CAN see, thanks for the concern. But I don't think you– “
“Richard”, interrupts Worldmind, “There are multiple new items that desperately need your attention.”
“CanYOU not see I'm a little busy?” replies Nova.
“It is critical that you look up toward the sky.”
Nova obliges – and sees six more missiles heading straight for their area. He plants his face right in his
hands.
“How can I possibly disarm all of these when it took forever just to do…” Nova sighs and mumbles “Staypositive-stay-positive-stay-positive…OKAY, let's think. That calculation you made earlier – will it work on these?”

“Possibly.”
“Thanks for the confidence boost, there.”
“The only method for complete verification would be through physical scans.” The missiles are getting closer,
flying through the sky and getting larger from Nova's vantage point.
“Which we clearly don't have time for,” clarifies Nova. “In that case, route the disabling charges from earlier
and I'll see if I can shoot these things down.”
“Richard, need I remind you – if these weapons detonate, you will perish, which means I will perish and all
Xandarian culture, knowledge and history will be permanently erased- “
“I know, I know, you've only told me that like a hundred times. Let's pray your calculations work because if I
die, I'm totally blaming you.”
“Routing disabling charges.” Nova's hands glow blue, getting brighter and brighter. He raises his hands out
and away from him.
“Acquiring target lock for incoming weapons.”
Underneath his helmet, Rich is sweating like a maniac. His eyes focus ahead of him and the sound fades
away as he tunes out the world, knowing one wrong movement of his fingers could annihilate an entire alien race.
The missiles are dangerously close – mere seconds away from impact.
“Targets are locked.”
Rich screams as he fires out the disabling blasts from his hands. The blasts fly out in six streams of blue
energy, colliding with each of the missiles. The rockets themselves glow like neon signs charged from a blue sun.
Suddenly – the blue energy evaporates. The missiles fall, tumbling through the air toward the ground. Time slows to
a crawl for Nova.
CLUNK! The missiles clap against the pavement and roll to a stop. Dead silence as everyone waits to see if a
devastating outcome is about to engulf them.
“Scanning”, chimes Worldmind. “Weapons are completely offline.Threat level downgraded.”
“How can you defend this beast?!” barks the General. “We called the Nova Corps to help annihilate this
creature and instead, you disarm our weapons! Should we target you as well?”
“You should target whoever gathered your intelligence because this being is completely harmless.”
“So when a giant monster instantly appears on our sovereign lands, we're supposed to greet it with love?”
“Maybe you should! Because this isn't some 'monster' to be getting worked up about. This is a welcome gift
from the Meltranians, whose planet just migrated to your galaxy.”
“What use can this gift of theirs be to us? Look at it!”
“I know it's huge and daunting and seems like it could totally rip your face off if it wanted to, but this
particular sub-race of the Meltranians has the ability to change negative emotions into LOVING emotions by simply
touching you.”
“Now you're just spewing nonsense. I'm done entertaining your wild theories.” The General turns to his
soldiers and raises his arm to call their attention. “Recharge your weapons!”
“Just GIVE IT A HUG!” shouts Nova. “DO IT!”
The General scoffs timidly. “I am not…giving that thing...no, absolutely not.”
“I disabled your energy nukes or whatever the hell those were. But if you hug that Meltranian love monster?
You could save the world. Wouldn't all of your little soldiers be so proud of you?”
“I…well- “
“If this monster tries anything crazy, I'll take it out immediately.”
“This is absurd!”
“The whole time we've been talking here, the Meltranian hasn't tried to attack you. Don't you think there's a
reason for that? It just wants to love you! Look at it!” The General glances up to see the giant Meltranian wearing the
cutest puppy-dog face an alien could ever show.
“If this thing hurts me, you better kill it immediately. Kill it so fast, it won't have time to pray to Iomanee to
stay in Revelome before it's sucked into Ula.”
“I have no idea what any of that is but yeah, whatever, it's waiting for you.”
The General saunters over to the feet of the Meltraninan giant. The General looks up at the giant, right into
its pitiful puppy-dog eyes, before gingerly leaning forward to give it a hug. A soft glow envelopes the General as he
feels a great deal of warmth start to rise through his stiff body. He can feel his defensive instincts morph into
something new. He tries to fight it at first but a smile eventually grows across his face. A loud giggle erupts from his
mouth, surprising his soldiers who are clearly not used to seeing this side of him.
A bystander walks up to the giant and hugs it as well. Within seconds, this person is laughing like crazy. One

by one, more of the Kosmosians walk up to the giant and embrace it.You can practically feel the mood change from
one of fear to one of happiness.
The Kosmosian general makes his way over to a smiling Nova and gives him a forceful hug.
“What a gift! What a GIFT!” the General shouts with glee. Nova politely returns the hug.
“Maybe next time, Cuddle Commander,” says Nova “Instead of launching nukes and wiping out your own
planet, you'll simply talk to the other person and try to understand them. Now excuse me, I've got more planets to
save.”
The general doesn't release his hug though.
“Um…excuse me. I need to…” Nova tries to wriggle out of his grasp. It definitely takes a lot of effort but he
manages to squeeze out. Nova shoots up like a rocket, leaving the planet behind him. Nova soars through space,
clearly happy with his work...

****
“Worldmind – you got all that on video, right?”
“Yes, Richard.”
“Do me a favor and send it down to Tony Stark. I want him to see what it's like to be dealing with SERIOUS
problems. I'm saving billions of lives out here while they keep arguing about Spider-Man showing his face. Tell him
when they get done being petty, I could use their help.”
“Message sent. Would you like for me to discontinue recording?”
“You know what? Leave it on. I kinda like the idea of constantly reminding Tony who's doing the real hero
work. Feel free to send it to him after each mission.”
“Affirmative. INCOMING – Emergency code 8X8. The king of Prosilicus requested immediate Corps response.
He warns of an occurring event that could cause interplanetary war to break out at any moment. It is direly urgent.”
“YES! Perfect! Let him know I'm on the way. You know what to do, Worldmind.” Nova jets off deep into
space, leaving behind a trail of light.
“Indeed, I do,” says Worldmind. “Course computed. Opening stargate exit now”.
A tunnel of blue electricity engulfs Nova in an instant. He soars through the tunnel as the light from the
electricity gets brighter and brighter. A stargate portal opens up in front of Nova as he flies into it, then rockets out
of the other side, into a completely different part of the universe. The red planet of Prosilicus lies ahead. Nova's visor
locks onto it, displaying information about the planet. He flies toward it.
“Calculating route to destination,” chimes Worldmind. Nova soars through the pink clouds of the planet,
burning through the atmosphere.
“Displaying route”.
“Thank you, Worldmind.”
Nova flies down, speeding toward the land below. The capital city becomes clear as he gets closer. It is full of
tall, exquisite looking buildings that can only belong to royalty. As Nova travels closer, he spots the crown jewel of
the city – the Royal Prosilican palace.
“Worldmind – can you send a message, letting them know I'm less than a minute away?”
“Yes, Richard. Sending now.”
As Nova descends upon the palace, he sees the king walking out into the backyard.
“Is that him?” Nova asks. His visor identifies him as “King Gerborn”. Nova lands on the ground in front of the
king. “Automatic translations on, please.”
“Heavenly Torgax, what took you so long?!” shouts King Gerborn.
“Um…I came as soon as-- “
“--My planet is on the brink of annihilation and you drift on over here at your own leisure?!”
“I was busy saving a different planet from – “
“-- I DO NOT CARE!”
“LOOK, what can I do to help?”
“Follow me, slow one.” Nova sighs as King Gerborn leads him around the back of the palace.
“Is there a bomb about to go off? Kree invasion?” asks Nova.
“No, WORSE than all of those scenarios.” They turn a corner and the king points up to a tree. “Behold!”
Nova's jaw drops wide open.
“Are you serious?!”
Up at the top of the tree is an animal that appears to be a giant green dog with wings. “Worldmind, please
tell me this is a joke.”
“I have no reply for this situation,”

Nova looks over at King Gerborn. “What is this? Some sort of shape shifter? A nuclear weapon in disguise?”
“No, of course not, you uncultured scoundrel,” replied King Gerborn. “It's my daughter's pet – a Dogoon.”
“Please tell me you didn't flag a 'cat-in-a-tree' event as a planet destroying crisis.”
“I didn't! It's clearly a Dogoon in a tree, as you can see.”
“Worldmind, you REALLY need to screen these calls better. I may have to fire you.”
“That is not an option, Richard,” informed Worldmind. “You may like to know, however, that the Prosilican
and Karidian planets were recently on the brink of war.” Worldmind shows news footage in Nova's visor. “There was a
nuclear arms race that escalated very rapidly. King Gerborn refused to back down and was willing to risk the destruction
of his own planet. Prosilicans are known for being very proud and very stubborn.”
“So what stopped it?”
“King Gerborn unexpectedly agreed to a truce.”
“If he agreed to a truce, then what does this mutt with wings have to do with anything?”
“Because” interjected King Gerborn, “I agreed to a truce merely as a way to seize a great opportunity. My
daughter learned the Karidian royal family had a Dogoon. I couldn't stand the thought of them having one and me
being without. So…I stole it.”
“What?! Why would you risk planetary war over a dumb little pet?” asks Nova.
“A Dogoon is the biggest status symbol in this galaxy! I've been searching for one my entire life.”
“I'm out. I have bigger problems to deal with,” asserts Nova.
“The Karidian royal family is on their way right now to our palace for a dinner celebrating our peaceful truce.
If they find out we have the Dogoon, the truce will be ripped apart and they will launch every weapon they have until
my planet is a clump of dust floating in space! You need to get this OUT of the tree and BACK into my amazingly
furnished palace!”
“You caused this problem, so you climb up and get it yourself.”
“I can't risk getting hurt from falling off the tree! I'm the king of this entire planet! Not to mention, I'm…a
little afraid of heights.”
“Then get your soldiers or your army or whatever to get it!”
“None of my forces know about the Dogoon! There could be Karidian spies inside of my circle, it's too much
of a risk.”
“Richard,” interrupts Worldmind, “I'm afraid that you are the best possible solution given the facts we have
been presented with.”
“FATHER!” a voice cries out from behind Nova. It's Princess Nakia, running out to them. “Father, he's here,
just as you promised!” Princess Nakia points at Nova. “He's going to save our Dogoon, right?”
“Yes, of course dear,” responds King Gerborn. “If he deserts us, he knows you'll be sad and miserable.”
“Really?!” says Nova sarcastically.
“Crying as you await the bombs of Karidian to vaporize your flesh,” continues King Gerborn.
“Ughhhhhhhhhh…” Nova mutters to himself. “FINE. But I'm never coming back to this planet again.” Nova
flies up to the tree and positions himself in front of the Dogoon.
“Alright boy, here we go, come on.” Nova tries to grab the Dogoon – and it disappears in a flash. Nova is
utterly confused.
“Uhhh…Worldmind, where did that thing go?” Nova spins his head around and sees the dogoon is now in a
different part of the tree.
“Richard, it appears the Dogoon is able to travel at incredible speeds,” answers Worldmind.
“Too bad he's dealing with the NOVA FORCE!” asserts Nova.
He confidently dashes over to where the Dogoon is, only for the Dogoon to disappear again, leaving Nova
with nothing but an armful of tree branches. Nova turns to his left and sees the Dogoon sitting nonchalantly on
another side of the tree. Nova tries several more times to grab it but each time, the Dogoon practically teleports
away from him. The king and princess bellow with laughter, as all they can see are two blurs slicing through the tree.
Nova stops to catch his breath.
“Alright, how do we tackle this thing? What all can you tell me about this wannabe Pegasus?”
“This animal is thought to have been extinct roughly 100 years ago on the planet of Astra,” answers
Worldmind.
“Is that it?”
“Its fur is the color of green, it has wings, and it can travel at incredibly fast speeds”
“That's all you can tell me? I need something to help take it down! I thought you were supposed to know
everything.”

“Information regarding winged animals that are extinct was not high on Xandar's list of priorities.”
“Great. Well it doesn't like me running after it. So maybe I just need to stop running.”
Nova holds out his hands, aims them at the Dogoon. He creates a yellow energy field around the Dogoon,
encasing it in a sphere.
“Alright, nice and easy,” he says as he slowly moves the sphere out of the tree and lowers it.
The Dogoon starts growling.
“Don't worry, buddy, you'll be back with your family—,” but the Dogoon suddenly puffs up and grows in size,
busting out of the energy field.
“Wait, no, NO!” yells Nova.
The Dogoon flaps its now-giant wings to forcefully blow Nova down to the ground. The Dogoon leaps down
on top of Nova, its eyes glowing orange and its jaws snapping in front of Nova's face. Nova grabs the Dogoon's head
with his hands and is doing his best to keep those teeth away from his face.
“HEY!You had better not harm our pet!” warns King Gerborn. “He's like family to us!”
“How did this insane beast get out of your palace in the first place?!”
“Well,” answers Princess Nakia, “I was recording my daily inspirational speech that's broadcasted to the
poor people of this planet. Somehow, my door was left open and it ran out.”
“What was the speech about? Because I could really use some inspiration right now!”
“Today's lesson was all about how to stop being lazy and get to work.”
“Great,” mumbles Nova, “So we're officially helping out jerks now, is that what we're doing?”
“Richard, it is culturally understood that calling children 'jerks' is socially unacceptable,” explains Worldmind.
“I remember being a kid and I can tell you for a fact - kids are some of the biggest jerks in the universe.
Worldmind, anti-phase the gravity around my immediate area. Dogs don't work well without gravity...I'm pretty
sure.”
Nova's armor glows as the gravity around him diminishes. The Dogoon lifts up from Nova as he pushes it
away. The Dogoon now floats several feet above Nova like an astronaut in space. Nova looks over at the king. “I
hope you plan on disciplining your daughter about this whole thing!”
“Nonsense!” retorts King Gerborn. “If anything, the punishment should go to the poor citizens of this planet
for making her give those speeches!”
“Right,” deadpans Nova. “If this animal is anything like the dogs we have back on Earth, then maybe we can
bait it with some food. Can one of you grab some and bring it out for me?”
“Sure, I'll take care of it!” reports King Gerborn. He turns to Princess Nakia. “Go get some food.” Princess
Nakia nods her head, then rushes into the palace.
“Richard,” interrupts Worldmind, “The micro-expressions on the Dogoon's face seem to indicate it is confused
and/or sick.”
“Then it's probably just hungry,” replies Nova. “The faster she brings out the food, the sooner-- “
Nova is interrupted by the Dogoon vomiting all over him. Nova is in shock and yells in disgust. With his
concentration gone, the anti-gravity field disappears. The Dogoon rushes down, chomps up Nova in his giant
mouth and then crashes through a palace wall.
They are now inside the palace art room, filled along the sides with giant, thin metal sculptures. The Dogoon
throws Nova into a wall, which Nova ricochets off of. Nova stands up and looks at his vomit-covered armor.
“BLUGHHHH! This is absolutely disgust-- “
The dogoon snatches him up again, slams him on the ground several times, and then tosses him across the
floor.
“Richard, it is critical that you pay attention at this time,” alerts Worldmind. “Our next steps—“
“Absolutely disgusting!” Nova cries out.
“Richard, I believe we—“
“I really hate that you answered this call, Worldmind.”
“Richard, please listen because—“
The door to the room busts open and in comes a flood of security guards, all armed with Prosilican pulse
guns. They aim their guns at Nova and the Dogoon, then charge them up.
“Protect the royal family!” shouts the leader of the security forces. “Kill the beast along with its foul looking
friend!” The Dogoon turns to the security forces and roars at them.
“No, WAIT!” screams Nova. The security forces fire their guns – but Nova is able to quickly throw up an
energy shield, protecting both him and the Dogoon.
“I'm sick of this! These guys need to feel my pain.”

“Richard,” replies Worldmind, “Physically harming Prosilican forces is inadvisable.”
“Who said anything about physically hurting them? Enable the suit's liquid repellant fibers.”
The hardened armor on Nova turns smooth as he uses energy to push the vomit on his body away from him.
He uses the energy to collect the vomit into a ball in the air, hovering above his left hand. He tosses it over his energy
shield, above the heads of the security forces. They all look up – just in time to watch it explode, showering them in
Dogoon vomit. The security forces all wretch in disgust. The Dogoon leaps on top of a guard, pinning him down. This
ignites an incredible smile across Nova's face.
“This almost makes it worth it,” beams Nova. “Almost!”
“Richard,” interrupts Worldmind, “Since you previously mentioned this animal being similar to the dogs found
on Earth, I have gathered data that may help our mission. Earth-bound dogs are susceptible to high pitched
frequencies. Perhaps we can utilize this weakness for the Dogoon.”
“Okay, so…should I just sing really high?”
“No. The metal artifacts in this room are made from Volian alloy, which emits extremely high frequencies when
touched. Karidians collect them as art.”
“They do look pretty expensive. Alright, temporarily disable the audio on my helmet.”
Nova raises up his hands and aims them at metal sculptures on both sides of the room. He shoots energy
pulses at the sculptures, which fills the room with a high-pitched shrieking noise. The Dogoon perks up, jolts away
from the guard and starts whining. It trembles, but starts shrinking, getting smaller and smaller.
“Yes!” He slowly steps toward the Dogoon while continuing to blast the sculptures. “Uhh…Worldmind, any
ideas on how I can grab this thing once I stop the blasts?”
“I do.” responds Worldmind, “Use your hands and be very fast.”
“Thanks, Worldmind.” Nova creeps up to the Dogoon, bracing himself to grab it.
“Alright, here we go. One…two…” As soon as Nova stops the blasts, the Dogoon rushes past Nova. Nova is
able to grab onto the Dogoon, and it dashes out of the art room, back out into the yard – carrying Nova along for the
ride.
The Dogoon bounces all over, pin-balling from the ground to the walls and through the trees, dragging
Nova with it. Princess Nakia rushes out from the palace with a giant hunk of meat in hand.
“I've got the food!” gushes the princess.
“Alright you little bucking bronco doggy missile,” sneers Nova, “Let's see how well you aim.”
As the Dogoon continues to zoom around the yard, Nova creeps his hands up its neck and grabs ahold of its
head. He pushes it to the side, steering it down and toward the Princess. As they speed by, Nova is able to yank the
piece of meat out of the Princess's hand. Nova shoves the meat into the Dogoon's face.
“Come on!” taunts Nova. “Eat it, boy. EAT IT!”
The Dogoon immediately comes to a halt in order to sniff the meat, with Nova dangling from it in mid-air.
The Dogoon starts gnawing on the meat as Nova gives it some calming pets. Nova slowly descends, pulling the
Dogoon with him. They finally reach the ground with the Dogoon still content with his new treat. Nova lets out a
huge sigh of relief before turning around and being surprised with the presence of the royal security forces, guns
aimed his direction.
“Whoa-hey-hold on!” sputters Nova. “Call your forces off, it's all under control!”
A shadow is cast over the yard. Something seems to be blocking the sun. Nova looks up and finds that the
Karidian royal family has arrived in their ship.
“Everyone, lower your weapons!” shouts King Gerborn.
The Karidian ship grasps onto the palace lawn. The hatch opens on the back of the ship and a stairway
billows out, leading to the ground. The Karidian King known as Ereph paces down the steps, with the Queen and his
two daughters following closely behind. He gazes out at the scene unfolding – Nova with the Dogoon, right in the
middle of a circle of Prosilican security forces. No one says a word. The only sounds in the air are those of the
Karidian ship being powered down. King Ereph stops in front of the Prosilican forces.
“That's…you have our Dogoon!” exclaims King Ereph. “King Gerborn, please help me understand the
meaning behind this event I am witnessing.”
“Of course,” says King Gerborn. “I would be happy to. It's, uh, it's not a very complicated situation. The day
you found out your precious Dogoon was stolen, I was right there beside you at your home. And I gave you my word I
would help track down the criminal.” Nova is definitely confused.
“And I have done just that! The man who stole your Dogoon – his name is Nova! Of Xandar!” King Ereph
steps back in shock. Nova's confusion turns to utter surprise.
“Wait, WAIT! What?!” shouts Nova.

“I captured him just moments earlier,” says King Gerborn, “And called upon my guards to encircle him until
your family arrived. LOOK – during our battle, he even destroyed part of my palace!” King Gerborn motions over to
the side of the palace that the Dogoon took Nova through.
“Well – it wasn't entirely me,” responds Nova.
“This is all the poor peop - I mean, THIS IS ALL NOVA'S FAULT!” says King Gerborn. King Ereph stares
sharply at Nova.
“Step away from my Dogoon, you criminal!” says King Ereph. Nova raises up his hands and slowly backs up
from the Dogoon.
“Listen to me,” says Nova, “I can explain the situation a WHOLE lot better than he just did.”
“This is an act of war!” warns King Ereph. “After this offense, there is no possible way for my people to not
wage war against Xandar.”
Nova tries to explain - “But Xandar is—“ before he's interrupted by Worldmind telling him “Richard, I do not
believe King Ereph is aware that Xandar no longer exists.This may work out in everyone's favor.”
“Worldmind, what the hell are you talking about?” mumbles Nova in a hushed voice.
“Logically speaking, it would be better for King Ereph to believe you were the one who stole the Dogoon. It
would strengthen the bond between Prosilicus and Karidian to have a common enemy.”
“But I didn't do it!” whispers Nova. “You know that!”
“It would be better for the Karidians to declare war on a planet that doesn't exist, than for them to focus their
attention on a planet that does. After all, what Xandarian can they possibly harm? Besides you?”
“You know I don't like being harmed, right?”
“Shall I explain this analysis in greater detail?”
Nova exhales deeply, unable to come up with a rebuttal.
“Well, if I'm taking the fall for this fluffy beast, what's my next move?”
“Guards!” snaps King Ereph, commanding King Gerborn's army. “Detain this wicked villain and bring him
into my ship! His punishment begins now!”
“Richard,” chimes Worldmind, “We shall find great success in fleeing this planet.”
“Good call,” responds Nova. He charges up and blasts into the sky like a rocket to the sun. The Prosilican
forces fire their weapons in his direction but they are utterly useless. Nova is gone...

****
“Alright, WORLDMIND” says Nova. “Listen to me! No! More! ANIMALS! Got it?”
“I will note your objection to missions of this nature. Shall we denote this distress call as being complete?”
“YES! I'm done! Completely done!”
“Noted. As per your request, video footage of this mission was captured and is now automatically being sent to
Tony Stark.”
“What?! NO! ABORT! ABORT!”
“I am afraid the information has already been sent. Shall we discuss the next distress call?”

END

STARSCREAM

PART 2

STORY SO FAR - The Veil Kartel are testing a new weapon on the local star of the planet Delvedia. Richard Rider, aka Nova619 has
responded to the 8x8 distress call; with the UDI en-route. Meanwhile for one Delvedian family, trapped...the world has changed
literally in the eyes of one little girl, who will play a part in the conspiracy unfolding over several billion years...
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Delvedia Oranilis. 50 minutes after the Geostorm (Delvedian Standard Time)
“When you do think they're coming Father?”
“Soon. They'll be here soon. Isn't that right Vel'thli?”
“They'll be here. Don't worry, we'll be safe. They won't abandoned us. I'm sure they know we are all
here.”
Tei-Sha'qui noted Mother's voice was quiet as she spoke. As if she didn't believe the words were true.
Tel-Sha'qui was drawing on her new cyber-pad while she spoke. Mother was lying on a bench while Father kept
watch over them both. Around her were several groups, some were huddled together while others paced
around. A few had gone to try and find food in one of the convenience stores nearby on the level below while
another splinter group had left to try and find a way out. The ones that went for food had returned and passed
out what food they found to the others in the Hall. The ones that had gone to find an alternative way out by
using the tunnel that lead to Kela District hadn't returned at all.
Tel-Sha'qui had broken the bread into several small bits and kept several in her pockets of her tunic. She
ate the first piece and drank some water from a nearby Aqua-Flow. They had all done that before the flow had
stopped. Most of the biolum tubes were no longer working; those that were still operational flickered
erratically. The group they had uprooted several metal bins and filled them with paper and lit them. The fires
gave them warmth and light. Father had warned them that some of the pipes in the conduits that ran above
the ceiling tiles could be damaged. If Xenon gas was leaking from any cracks, it could cause an explosion. But
soon the cold and dark had taken a hold and reluctantly some of them had called a vote. They held a ballot and
common sense had been over-taken by survival instinct. No one had any idea of how long they had now waited
for EmedProCen to arrive. The clock in the roof had stopped.
The family had followed the line of survivors along the main concourse after they noted the stragglers
passing by while the family had stayed safe under the stairs after the explosion lighten up the Arcade like a new
Oracle. Father was deep in thought still speculating as to what was happening but for the moment he kept his
thoughts to himself as he held Tei-Sha'qui in his arms, Mother following behind. Most of the main hall was now
inaccessible due to the roof collapsing but several side malls were still clear. Father surmised that if the
southern mall was still relatively undamaged then there was a possibility that the concourse was
unobstructed. If the other survivors had anticipated the same line of reasoning, and it was likely they had, then
the undercity exit that would emerge in Havlon District could be still passable.
As Tel-Sha'qui sat, she spent her time drawing, trying to keep her mind from thinking about how
everything had changed. But she saw pictures and sounds in her mind; flashes of a terrible noise that sounded
far away echoing down the mall, someone crying; a little girl younger than her, holding her Grandparent whose
face was pale and white, people running from the main hall while she was in the art shop, holding her new cyber
pad that Father and Mother had bought her for her seventh. She couldn't understand why they were running
but then she remembered the terrible noises, they were more noticeable now, getting nearer.
They sounded like the whistles ofYentil birds; they had a distinctive song that they sang in the dawn just
before the sun came up; the light of the sun would illuminate her room and she would go out onto the balcony
to watch the sun rise and listen to the birds that perched in the trees in the park across the street. However this
whistling was louder now; it interrupted the band that was playing on the level below. They stopped playing as
the whole shop and everything around began to shake.
By now Father had picked her up and she held onto her cyber pad tightly with her free arm, wrapping
the other two around Father's body as he also took hold of Mother who dropped her shopping onto the shop
floor. One of the bags split open and Tel-Sha'qui saw eggs and Geu'il juice leak out; it made a mess, the shop
owner was bound to be angry! Father took a left turn out of the shop and headed for the undercity exit that
would take them home. He stopped. He saw a large crowd running towards him and Tel-Sha'qui felt afraid for
the first time. If they had stayed where they were they would have been hurt so Father noticed a nearby stall
and they headed for it.
Behind the stall was a nearby lift that would take them to the level above. Father pressed the button

several times. He looked up to the indicator and noticed the lift was two levels down. Hopefully it was empty.
They waited a few minutes before the doors opened and they got into the lift. Father hurried inside. Mother
kept making sure Tel-Sha'qui was alright. She had started to cry but as long her parents were with her she felt
secure; she just wished she knew what was happening. Mother reached into a pocket and gave her something
to wipe her eyes. It was soft and silky. The lift had began to rise. Father had pressed the button to stop at the
floor above but he then reached out and pressed the button to go all the way to the highest level but then the
roaring sound was getting louder now so he pressed the green button and the lift stopped.
They left the lift and headed away from the main hall, running towards the mall that would link up to
the exit they needed to get home. Mother had suddenly stopped and Father asked her to keep up. She was
complaining that she couldn't find her shades. She had them when she was in the art shop but since leaving....
Then there was a large noise.
Father took hold of Mothers arm; she was still frantic about losing her shades. As they ran, Tel-Sha'qui
watched over Father's shoulder as the roof of the main hall fell. She watched, her eyes wide open, trying to
understand what she saw.
She watched as the roof fell down, hitting the ornate water feature directly below. It broke; water
spilled from the aqua-flows, water sprayed everywhere just like when she played in the flows outside her flat
when the days were hot. Her friends, Dan'jen and Kev'san'tl would often make paper boats, models of the reed
ships that used to carry crops down the delta to market, just like the pictures in Father's books. Father told her
that in the old days, her grandparents used marsh reeds that grew on the mud-flanks, and tied them into
bundles to make boats.
She never knew her grandparents. They had left the gaze of the Oracle a long time ago, never to feel its
welcome embrace again. She wondered if she would she the Oracle again too. Would her parents? Would any
of the frightened people who were still shouting and crying around them. As the smoke and noise and dust and
smell of something burning followed behind them, Father noticed a gap underneath a nearby stairwell.
“We'll stay here, for a moment, just for a moment to rest...”
****
They had stayed there for a little while until eventually Father decided they had rested enough. They had seen
others and they had followed them. They walked, passing people who were not moving because they were
afraid, sitting in shops and holding their heads in their arms. Some didn't move at all. Father placed a hand over
Tel-Sha'qui's eyes several times just as he had done when he had seen people fall of the balconies.
Eventually they had reached the southern mall and made it to the concourse but that was as far anyone
could go. The rest of the concourse was obscured by dust. Father asked several people if the way ahead was
clear but he got the same reply. Shakes of the head and expressions that told everything he needed to know
without a single word being said. The group, about fifty, maybe more, had stayed where they were. Most had
realized that there was no point heading back towards the main Arcade complex but some were debating to
try exits in the malls below.
Tel-Sha'qui listened to the murmurs; they were trying to understand what had happened. Had the
Oracle forsaken them? She couldn't understand why that would be. The Oracle gave them warmth, light and
life; food and everything that nature needed to bring joy to the world around them. It had been that way for as
long as she could remember and no doubt the same things would be said if Father and Mother answered her
questions, or her Grandparents.
One night while they were alone in the flat when Father had been away on an archaeological survey for
the Antiquity Division, Tel-Sha'qui had asked Mother why she liked Father so much. She replied that she loved
him because he appreciated her talent as an artist. He had recognised her attention to detail of the drawings
she had made of ancient things from long ago as her Father was an Archivist.
She had been on some kind of journey with him travelling across the huge empty expanse of tundra,
plains and mountain valleys, recording every detail of drawing made by the Ice People who had sheltered from
the advancing snow in caves. She could imaging the Ice People, warm and snug inside the caves, wrapped in fur
and cooking Zabnack on the fire. Children of her own age playing while the elders drew pictures on the cave
walls using crushed berries and animal fat for paint.
She'd seen some of the paintings that Mother had done. They were very good. They must have
impressed her Father because he had loved her work when they met on some kind of field trip out in the Velt.

Mother blushed about what else they did chiding that Tel-Sha'qui was too young to know everything, though
she knew it was something that made Mother blush too.
Back then, things we're slowly changing. The old beliefs were being challenged for the first time,
especially the young. Young Delvedians were contemplating forsaking the old beliefs and welcoming new
ones as the planet was entering a new age. Long gone were the days of toiling in the fields and fishing.
Now was a time of technology. Fast trains and things flying in the air. New sciences and traditions. Even
the Scientifica had placed a wondrous device high above the sky to gaze upon the Oracle and contemplate its
mysteries. Some had considering this a dangerous act; that it was a ill omen. Perhaps, just perhaps, that was
what was happening now; maybe the Oracle had forsaken them.
Mother told Tel-Sha'qui that the best thing to do for now was to sleep. She would wake her when it was
time to have something to eat. Mother found a small bench and took off her coat and laid it out for Tel-Sha'qui
to lie on. She placed her cyber-pad beside her and kept one hand around it while resting her head on another
arm. She closed her eyes and dreamed.
In her mind's eye she saw yesterday afternoon spent at the park after school with her friends. She
remembered Mother baking saffon cakes in the kitchen. She remembered Father working in his study
surrounded by ancient books and things from long ago. She remembered the days she went out to the
countryside to see Grandmother; living alone in her house beside the delta, listening to the stories and
watching her draw pictures of flowers in the garden and reminiscing about the time Grandfather had taken
them kite flying and how it had been a very windy day and the kite had got all tangled up in a Fendril Tree.
Tel-Sha'qui dreamed of many things while she slept. The dreams kept away the sounds and sensations
that her peripheral senses felt of the world outside; a world of cold, of confusion, of not knowing what the
future held in store. However, as she slept, one image above all others became more and more noticeable. It
was a warm image; a welcoming image that somehow gave her hope that things would be alright. It was bright
and she recognised what it was. It was a star.....
****
Tel-Sha'qui was not the only one that tried to sleep. For a while other survivors shut their eyes, while others
kept vigil. They talked; trying to comprehend what had happened while two groups of three took separate
stairwells, one taking the upper level while the other group headed downwards.
Both were on scavenger hunts endeavouring to find some food and water from one of the shops or
cafeterias. The aqua fountains on the concourse had stopped working. Most were linked to the primary aqua
flows that used to feed water to the ornate statue in the Arcade; a series of waves and loops that a wealthy
socialite had donated to the centre when the new wing had been opened three years ago. It had been a subject
of much discussion on IntelNet; many of the comments were not fit for public broadcast but they'd seen the
light of day anyway.
When the roof of the Arcade had collapsed, most of the minor arterial aqua flows had been splintered
and blocked; cutting off the water to several of the malls. The water gushing from the primaries, now flowing
faster as the rain storm, now in full swing, added to their volume, cascaded to the floor of the Arcade.
The survivors were unaware of the weather at surface level above their heads. They were also unaware
of an additional complication: EmedProCen had learned that computer systems responsible for automatically
regulating a series of sluice gates had failed to respond, circuits damaged beyond repair. The sluice gates were
embedded in a twenty kilometre levee that protected the City from occasional rises in the Delta during the
Spring thaw.
The highest tides recorded came within six metres of over-toping the levee. Thankfully the waters
receded. The inundation was a cyclic event, once every two years. Farmers would welcome the floods,
bringing nutrients to revitalize the soil to ensure bountiful crops. When the Forefathers had decided to
construct the first dwellings that eventually evolved into the sprawling metropolis, they knew safeguards that
to be put in place to protect the settlement from the rising waters in case. The levee was re-enforced with large
geometric blocks of polymer concrete. Sluice gates were added and a artificial tributary channel gouged into
the Delta to allow flood waters to discharge more freely to the Delta mouth fifteen kilometres away.
The scheme had additional bonus: it caused silting along the Eastern Velt, expanding the available land
for agricultural use as well as reducing land erosion. But now, with the rain storm in full force, coupled with a
surge of glacial melt from the snow capped mountains having experienced one of the longest temperate
periods on time, the defences were inundated.

Sensors along the levee constantly monitored the delta's level. If they reached the critical height of
fifteen metres, marked by a red line daubed onto the undulating plascrete panels, the gates would open
allowing the waters to flow into the channel. But now…
Without power, the sensors failed to detect the rising waters. Water cascaded over the leeve flooding
the artificial reservoir that acted as a source for the city's primary aqua-flows. A tidal surge occurred and within
two hours of the storm starting two of the District's reported minor flooding. Most of the secondary and
tertiary channels coped but the flood waters surged on…And the Arcade District lay directly ahead.
The group that had opted to go down found that the automatic doors to the immediate level below
were shut tight; probably due to lack of power. They had no tools or means to open them so they continued
down to the next level. As the group neared the bottom of the stairwell; they could hear a tricking sound which
got perceptibly louder as they went further down. The leading Delvedian; a young male aged twenty cycles, a
student at the university who was studying to be a botanist, was the first to note the water. Brown and brackish
with a distinct Delta odour. As the group joined him, they looked and exchanged concerned glances. They
turned and headed back up the stairwell, hoping that the other group had been more successful in getting
****
some rations. As it was, they headed back quickly to let the others know that the waters were rising...
****
Tel-Sha'qui she felt someone tap her gently on her shoulder. She opened her eyes and saw Mother holding
some bread and soup.
“Eat.You need to keep a healthy glow in your cheeks..”
She took some of the bread and broke it into pieces, dipping the chunks into the soup. After she had
eaten, she placed her new cyber-pad on her lap.
Tel-Sha'qui was about to start doing a new drawing when she saw a young male Delvedian wearing a
cap, came running from the direction of the arcade. He was shouting.
“The level below is flooded! Water's risen high in the last hour or more; it's not going anywhere...and I
could smell smoke and fire, well something! Felt it stinging my eyes! I think there's a fire somewhere down
there, maybe it's coming this way!”
“If he's right we can't stay here!”, another man replied. “Even if the fires don't reach us, the water will!
We have to move up to the next level, we'll be safe, for a while longer!”
“Maybe we should go and follow where the others went!”, said another, a lady, older than Mother. She
wore a lot of cosmetics around her eyes and lips. “Maybe the reason they didn't come back is because they got
back to the overcity! They've found a way out and we're waiting here for no reason at all. If EmedProCen were
coming, they would have found us by now! We would all be safe!”
“Maybe the Oracle has found us wanting. Maybe we're alone...”
“We should go. Go now, while we're able!”
“Calm down! They coming!”, Father said, holding his hands for quiet...”We've got to wait for just a little
while longer. EmedProCen; they will come. They will find us. Whatever happened to the Arcade must be a
major emergency. But it is the only emergency! Nothing else has happened! Everything else is just normal; just
another day...
“Then you do not think that the Oracle has forsaken us? “
“I don't think.... No. I do not think that! I think, that even down here the Oracle watches over us. Keeps
us safe!”
“But what if I....”
“Look over there!” The young man was pointing to a featureless wall. A circle of light was slowly
appearing which began to illuminate the concourse driving back the shadows. The circle of light expanded and
then to Tel-Sha'qui's amazed eyes the wall simply vanished away!
Then she saw something moving as wisps of smoke drifted into the space before them. He was taller
than Father wearing a blue and golden costume of some sort. He wore a helmet of gold on his head, obscuring
his face but she saw what was on the front of it. It was a star! He held one of his hands high; it glowed a pure blue
white light that shone like a new Oracle. It was beautiful. She heard the figure say something. She didn't know
who he was. He wasn't a Delvedian. That was for sure.
But maybe, just maybe, he was an Angel....
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You're nearly there Rich! Just a few more meters...
“Xan-Yalnan. I'm about to break through. Get your crews ready!”
It had taken me eleven minutes to cut my way down, avoiding supporting piles that formed part of the
concourse's superstructure enroute. Behind me, Xan-Yalnan's volunteers laid a bed of sheeting to make an
adequate walkway, lit up by a string of biolum globes that made the whole thing look like a Christmas grotto. I
broke through the final few layers and stopped, drawing the nova force back into myself at the last second to
make sure I didn't cause a forward surge that would've vaporized any unfortunates near to where I emerged.
That was something I didn't want on my mind.
I stepped out and looked around. My visor display recorded individual heart beats Over one hundred
and eighty three to be exact. Most of the Delvedians stood in front of me about twelve meters away while
others sat down on nearby benches, or on the floor, their heads tilting upwards to see what the commotion
was. I noted a number of them were injured; their clothes were damp and ripped. Nasty cuts on their faces and
limbs that were held at awkward angles. Most were adults but there were children too. The biolum tubes in the
ceiling above weren't working so most of the concourse was in shadow. There were a few fires; orange flames
flickered inside several barrels or whatever they were. They kept the place warm and gave some light. The air
was warm; still breathable but I could detect levels of carbon dioxide rising, a by-product of fires nearby…
My right hand glowed a warm blue, a photonic burn. Most of the folks down here were glad to see me
but they were frightened. Maybe a bit awed too. Cause I could tell they weren't used to seeing bipedal folks, let
alone bipedal folks wearing fancy armour and having a hand that glowed like a miniature sun. Not exactly
something that's a day to day event in a Delvedian's life. But then I remembered Xander's brief that deep down,
these folks, centuries ago, just like the Egyptians and those ones down in South America, you know the ones
that used to do human sacrifices, and those folks in Cambodia, used to worship the sun. Okay the Delvedians
today had mostly grown out of the religious schitk; and they were, as far as Xander knew, hadn't done any
kinda ripping out heart thing to keep their local star happy but as I looked at their faces, I kinda got the
impression they were definitely memorized by my “glowing hand” trick. Then, one of them came forward. She
was a young girl, maybe ten by Earth years. She looked up at me and she said in a clear voice, straight out:
“Are you an angel?” It wasn't the kinda response I'd ever had before. I wasn't quite sure how to respond
but I decided to stick to the truth…
“No. I'm not.“, I said. Her face looked sad. Her eyes told the story in details even I could read. “But I am a
good guy.” I said, sharing a smile. She noted the smile and smiled back; I'd earned her trust. “And I am gonna
make sure you and all these folks here are gonna get up top to safety!”
I looked behind me. More members of the rescue team had ventured down my tunnel. They had to keep
the crowd under control. Although I'd cut the tunnel wide, I had to keep it under four meters wide in diameter
to make sure it stayed sound considering the stuff I'd cut through. The folks would have to go up in single file,
using ropes that were threaded through loops atop short one meter tall pillars driven into the floor. I saw
several trickles of water running out of it. The rescuers' uniforms and helmets were soaking wet. It must be
raining pretty hard up top by now. Some of the rescue team were holding biolum tubes illuminating the
concourse with a blue-hued light complimenting my own "light-show" and the fires in the make-shift braziers.
Some of the crowd were too eager to leave. A group of them surged forward and tried to head towards
the tunnel but they were slowed by the rescue team who held up their hands; gesturing for them to stay back,
telling them to stay calm. If they all tried to head up to the surface at the same time, some of them were bound
to get hurt.
"Folks! You gotta be calm!", I added, holding my left hand out, palm up like I was a traffic cop." I know
you're spooked about what's happening but everything's gonna be okay. Now take your time, one by one. Do
exactly as the rescue teams instruct. Just take hold of the rope and make your way up. It's not far…"
The first few survivors were lead towards the tunnel. The Red emergency crew helped them, making
sure they took their time, holding the rope firmly as they took one step at a time up the slight incline. They felt

the trickle of cold water washing against their feet; it made them keep aware that they had to move slowly
otherwise they could slip.
Meanwhile, I made myself useful. I stared to access the folks that were injured; probably caught
unawares when the roof collapsed or whatever others things had happened when everything had hit the fan.
Some EmedProCen, dressed in Blue, had come down by now. Paramedics. They carried out on the spot
examinations and one or two glanced at the tunnel and then back at several Delvedians who had more notable
injuries. Maybe internal. If they did I knew that they would find it difficult to go up the tunnel. I had to improvise
further.
Xander, I need to create another tunnel to get the injured folks and Medics top-side a hell of a lot quicker...
There's a maintenance tunnel that runs parallel to this complex which leads to a series of utility
conduits that form part of the sub-structure of an adjacent business centre which is predominantly intact.
The tunnels are part of the Metro Line that loops the city. They’re large enough to allow access to the
surface. However I'm detecting he..
“Look! The water's coming, the water's coming!!”
I heard the shouts of the crowd and looked down to the far end of the concourse. A tide of water was
surging towards us at a hell of a pace; hitting the curving roof and smashing into glass frontages; knocking
seats and stuff out of the way like a demented ten-pin bowler whose lost his winning streak. The sight of the
wall of water was the one thing that I didn't want the crowd to see. They started to panic, moving towards the
tunnel, no longer intent to stay in single file. I saw the little girl; she looked frightened, not for herself but for her
folks.
I outstretched my hand and a wall of gravitons flowed from my fingertips. The light wall stretched out,
creating a sparkling “gravimetric dam” that curved slightly inwards, making a barrier between us and the
water surge that roared towards us. I actually closed my eyes for a second; hoping that it would hold. Even
offered a prayer; and it worked! Just as I knew it would. The water hit the wall, slamming against the shield like a
juggernaut yet keeping us nice and dry on the other side. The shield would last long enough for the non-injured
and able bodied to vacate the area. I looked at the little girl and she smiled. She was impressed.
“Like I said folks, everything's under control! Xan-Yalan, do you copy?!”
“Copy?”
“Never mind. I've got a lot of causalities down here who aren't going to make it up the tunnel so I'm
gonna create another exit into some maintenance tunnel that heads through the basement of the building
complex next door.You know which one I'm talking about?”
“Sydron Plaza. It was built only last year; not even occupied yet. It's still structurally sound but you
cannot go that way, there's...”
“No time Xan-Yalan. Just be ready to meet us. There's about fifty, eight or more causalities down here;
mostly broken lower limbs, internal injuries, that kinda thing. Maybe you've heard more from the Medics here.
You better supplement the rescue teams that are handling the bolt-hole I've made; I'll need the ones down
here to help me.”
“Okay rescue guys? I know you're not used to listening to an alien but you know Xan-Yalan's given me
some lee-way here. I've asked Xan-Yalan to back-up you guys helping with the first wave but some of these
folks are hurt; I want to give them and the Medics here an easier way out. Keep the uninjured moving. Don't
worry about the water; my shield will hold. Now just stay back. I'm gonna open up another exit..“
I was about to cut a new opening through another wall on the other side of which were the substructure utility tunnels of Sydron Plaza. The wall's surface was decorated by a twenty meter long mural that
showed some kinda underwater/ beach scene. Pretty ironic. I saw all kinds of weird creatures. Balloon shaped
bodies. Tentacles. Creatures in triangular shaped cone shells. Fins. Teeth. To the right the seascape rose up to
meet a sandy beach. Crawling onto the beach was a large turtle like creature. Big fins. I planned to use a
concentrated collimated beam but Xander held the Nova Force back….
Rich!
What is it? Can't you see I'm trying to..
Recall the thermographic scan?You noted several pocket fires burning underneath the debris field...
Yeah, but....Oh God. I was gonna break into one of the tunnels affected by those fires wasn't I?
I checked the thermographic scan. Xander was right as usual. Behind the wall I could see a serious hotspot. The utility tunnel was full of flames and smoke fed from the fires I'd seen on the scan earlier.

So how do I get around this one? The water's pretty much flooded the Arcade and the lower levels, though
this Concourse is still half-full but it'll reach the ceiling soon enough; glad the shield is holding still, so we can'-Hey!
Wait a moment! We can use the water to douse the fire if I release th...
You could but there are risks. If the fires gains additional oxygen then you could inadvertently cause
a flashover the moment you penetrate the space beyond. If that happens you'll endanger the lives of
everyone here, even though the centurion armour will give you adequate protection. A flashover can occur
in just two seconds. I know you often try and do the impossible just to show-off but are you able to react that
quick to protect the survivors and the rescue crew?
Xander was right. Human rocket or not, even I wasn't that quick. Even though I would be okay, the
others wouldn't be so lucky; they didn't have powers like me. A flashover would engulf them and that was
something I wasn't prepared to inflict upon them. I thought about blasting a hole above me instead and
endeavouring to air-lift the injured out but it would take a hell of number of trips back and forth to evac
everyone out one at a time even though the shield would hold the water back as long as I needed it to be there.
Okay, what're the risks I need to know? We don't have much choice. Besides there's so many other
emergencies out there we need to deal with before Peter and the calverly get here.
I glanced at the clock. The Adora's ETA was one hour give or take, not that it helped the present
situation mind. Xander was quick off the mark and squirted basic fire fighting techniques into my brain.
Specifically closed fire scenarios. I had a few seconds to understand the data. In short for any fire to exist it
needs one of four elements: fuel, oxygen, heat or a chemical chain reaction to keep the whole thing going. Take
out any one of the four and before you could say blue blazes, no more fire. Out of the four, airs the most
important. Fires need oxygen to live. Give them more air, especially a fire in an enclosed space and you could
cause a flashover, one of the few things that fire fighters truly fear. Cause removing the air from the fire is also a
potential hazard as well. Douse a fire with cold water and the vapour let off by a fire would still be over one
hundred degrees; the steam would scald everyone here, except me, in seconds like lobsters in a pot unless a
flashover got them first. Therefore I had to act carefully.
So this was what I did.
Firstly I'd erected a second phasic shield to protect the crowd, creating a safety “gap” which yours truly
stayed inside. I then activated the gravimetric cusps on the soles of my boots; anchoring me in place. I looked
towards the wall, then glanced to my left, looking at the crowd. Their faces told me everything. They were
scared, even the rescuers glanced sideways while they continued to ensure the non injured kept moving up the
tunnel I'd made. The little girl was watching my every move. Her eyes reflected the rise of water on the other
side of the shield; she held onto the hands of her parents, more to keep them calm as she didn't seem worried at
all unlike the other children. I then glanced to the right. Xander told me that there was well over eight thousand
gallons of water backed up on the other side of the shield at an ambient temperature of just over twelve
degrees. Not good for skinny dipping then.
I then acted in synch. I pointed my left hand, palm flat, towards the wall. It glowed white as Xander
channelled Nova Force into a concentrated phased pulse. I stretched out my other hand and pointed it towards
the first phasic shield. My helmet sealed over my lower face and I heard a slight hiss of oxygen inside the
helmet. I blinked twice. “Here goes…”, I said to myself.
I then fired the pulse towards the wall. It hit the wall point blank, breaking bricks and mortar apart,
ripping into the lovely mural. Ceramic tesseri went flying; those that didn't get vaporised that is. As the wall
imploded, flames from the conduit beyond shot out towards me, hungry, alive, feeding of the new source of
oxygen.
At the exact same time I fired the beam and shattered the wall, my other hand reached out and
absorbed the phasic shield; gravitons flowed back into my body becoming once more a part of me. The water,
now no longer held back, surged forwards, hitting me and filling the “gap” in moments. I stayed put, locked
onto the floor. Despite the wave of water flowing over and around me I saw the rest of what happened through
my visor array. The deluge hit the second phasic shield, rebounded off it. I'm sure the sudden act made a few of
the Delvedian's triple eyes blink rapidly.
The water surged forwards, enveloping the flashback the moment it broke out from the utility tunnel
beyond. The fire was overcome by the water, the leading edge cooled to just under eight five degrees. Steam
erupted from the crack as the fire cooled. I felt water that enveloped me bubble. I held my ground. The wave of
water surged forward, flooding the tunnel beyond in an act that would make Steve McQueen envious. It

continued on, dousing the flames, depriving the fire of heat and other combustible elements that kept it going.
The whole act lasted about ten, twenty seconds maybe. The water level inside the “gap” dropped; my head
emerged from the surface as the waters receded, flowing into the tunnel beyond. When the water level had
dropped below knee height I de-coupled the cursps which allowed me to move. I kept the phasic shield in place,
still protecting the survivors and crew until I was sure the new route was safe. I placed one hand on the leading
edge of the hole and stepped through. The tunnel beyond was about three, maybe five meters wide, seven
meters high, octagonal in shape. Large conduits ran along one side. Many were charred. The tunnel ran
straight for thirty meters of more until it turned left. I glanced around the corner and ahead was a fork; the
tunnel divided into three.
Which way?
One on the right leads towards the Metro. The middle one runs for two hundred meters before
terminating; the conduits continue underground for another five hundred meters to a primary junction
relay. The right hand tunnel leads to a sub-surface storage facility underneath the Sydron Plaza. There is a
protective grille approximately twenty -five meters ahead which will give you access.
Okay. We'll go right. Could go into the Metro but if they're other fires still burning we could end up in trouble.
Besides the air quality isn't good for those folks back there so…
The tunnel was slightly narrower. I could tell that it was sloping uphill, a good sign.
See it.
I raised my left leg and kicked the grille hard; it ripped away from its housing and clanked onto the hard
floor beyond. I stepped through the gap and found myself inside a large underground room. No biolum lights
were working so it was in complete darkness. I picked out key features using infra-red optical filters; displaying
the world outside on my array. The chamber was bi-sected by forty two columns forming twelve meters
squares. Some of the squares were enclosed by wire mesh panels; storage pens but they were empty. I moved
forward and after two minutes walking saw a bright bar of light ahead. I saw it was the edge of a door. I tried it. It
was locked. No problemo.
I passed through the arch and felt splashes of hard rain on my chin. I was in a narrow alley sloping
upwards between two four storey buildings. At the top of the ramp I saw from the skyline that I was on the
other side of the “emergency zone”. I could make out Delvedians coming towards me; they must have heard
the noise of the door being blasted away by my gravemetric pulse. Xan-Yalan had kept his faith in me.
I then made my way back to the Delvedians in the Concourse. I let the second shield down and reestablished another on the opposite side; just in case the still rising water level prompted another flash-flood.
And I don't like having a shower unless it's with the right company…
I walked alongside the family, illuminating the tunnel. When the surface crews arrived, they would set
up biolum lamps to search the rest of the Arcade for other survivors. At least they now had two extraction
points to speed up things. For now I was the only available light source. As we walked, stopping occasionally to
let the surface crews pass by, I struck up a conversation with the girl's Father. The girl was behind us, holding
her Mother's hand tightly while her other held onto a black oblong that looked like a laptop. I could hear her
singing a song, the words echoed along the tunnel:
On the horizon, where the sea meets the clouds
A scenery shimmers beyond all reality
I glance upon the world as a singing star….
Shining for all Eternity...

“So you used to work for the Scientifica then Ti-mon?”
“In the Historical wing. My speciality was the First and Second eras. Creation mythology. Oracle
worship. Our fore-fathers kept well-documented accounts; astrometrical, scientific. For many years the
language they used was indecipherable. It didn't make any sense. I learned a lot under Professor Fer-hel'ti who
was a leading authority into Ice People culture….”
“Ice-People?”, I asked.
“It's a name given to Delvedian First Era tribes who survived the Ice Age thirty thousand mega-cycles
ago. They were lucky to survive; the ice caps extended all the way down to the coastline, covering most of the
continental mass; pockets of hunter-gathers sheltering in caves waiting for the thaw. Some of them we think
returned to the sea where our ancestors originated, sheltering in the warmer waters but its only speculative.

The ones on land underwent some radical changes after the snow finally melted, leaving behind the caves,
creating the first permanent settlements. It was around this time that Oracle worship first began. They saw the
Oracle was the holy of holies, releasing them out of the cold and into the light. From then on they made
significant advances, developing the first recognized examples of curiform itself a mystery. We still don't know
the full extent of why their culture advanced so rapidly in such a short space of time. Fer-hel'ti called it the
Neolithic Renascence. He was developing a working asymmetric key algorithm, a cypher code. He seen my
work at the Acdamanteliat, took me under his wing along with his other star pupil. I was able to translate some
of the more workable scriptures that Fer-hel-ti had collected over the course of his excursions. Our
breakthrough came when we began the dig in the Western Velt but by then Fer-hel-ti was ill. We needed
funding to continue the dig and to develop the program further so I called in Mal-dran've…”
I noted a hint of bitterness when Ti-mon mentioned the name.
“And he is?”
“Head of Sciences. We used to be associates. Young. Eager. Ambitious. He developed the definitive
cypher code by finding the “key” symbol. He used a lot of the principals written down in scrolls over nine
thousand mega-cycles old and incorporated the designs into the God's Eye project.”
“The solar observation array?”
Ti-mon nodded his head. “The formulae handed down in key scrolls predicted the Oracle's cycle to
quite a degree of accuracy. They used the calculations to predict the seasons to grow crops, create a viable
calendar. We actually excavated an intact device our ancestors used to create our calendar, the Heliocyle. Its
now a permanent exhibit at the Scientifica. A lot of their art and design was based on now firmly established
Oracle worship. A lot of the scrolls were placed in ceramics; for preservation. Sealed with bitrariuim and buried
when elders of the tribe died. Usually above the head of the body, never at the feet.“
I told Ti-mon about what I saw earlier, about the ritual I saw the Delvedian priest perform.
“That's a legacy of the old religion. The jars were said to contain Islai.”
“Islai?
TheTerran equivalent is lifeforce Rich….
Kudos, Xander.
“You mean soul?”
“You're familiar with the concept?”
“Not personally. So your Islai go to the Oracle right?”
“In essence. The Oracle, our sun, became a fundamental part of the beginnings of all Delvedian life and
maybe one day the end of our civilization too.”
I told Ti-mon that I'd accessed information on the Ni-Halio. (I didn't tell him how I'd got the information
considering certain aspects of the stuff Xander has translated for me mentioned about possessed people types
more akin to a Stephen King novel than a divine religious text.
He seemed genuinely surprised that an alien was interested in such things. My Mom and Dad raised me
as a Christian, baptised me and Rob at St Thomas'. We went to Sunday School. Sung carols at Christmas.
Reverend Andrews said I had a voice like an angel. Well until it broke. And yet, as I got older, religion made way
for big wide world. Exams. Girls. The first kiss. Getting a job. Life stuff. But I had to admit that deep down faith
was still very important to me. Faith and the power to believe in what is right and what isn't. Faith ended up
defining my life; but not in the way the Lord intended. That was thanks to a Xandarian Centurion called
Rhomann Dey, whose own faith kept him alive enough to pass on his own particular gift to me.
Faith in my powers proved invaluable to me over the years I've been Dey's successor. More so during
the dark days of the Annihilation War. Faith kept me going when Tartus Major fell. It kept on pushing me when
Galactus was taken down by Thanos. It kept me company when I walked around the base on Dadelus, looking
at rag-tag army I'd formed. Kree. Skrull. Dozens of different races, creeds and God knows what else banded
together to fight a pretty unstoppable enemy. I had to inspire. I had to keep thing in momentum. So Ti-mon
made have expressed surprise that I understood the concepts of faith but faith is really important folks. Cause
without it…..
“So that's why many of you folks don't seem eager to leave huh?”
“Not all Nova. A lot of the Reformists have long since out-grown the old religion. Our previous Alpha
Prime spearheaded the New Age. If he hadn't come to lead the Senate since the elections, our society would
still be predominantly isolationist. Without him we would not have began trade links with the Santris or even

contemplate allowing Sal'thi to interact with our society.
“Sal'thi? Xan-Xaylan called me that.”
“It means “Not born in the favour of the Oracle.” It's a term some of the Lobbyists use to describe alien
concepts; foreign ideas that they think have corrupted the old ways, the old religion that the Reformation
slowly began to relinquish its stranglehold over our society. Today a lot of the older generation yearn for the old
times while the younger generation want to leave, to explore, to see what's out there, what we've missed out
on”. Ti-mon eyes glanced back towards his daughter. “She wants to see the stars. Really close. Maybe one day
she and the others will get an opportunity to fulfil their dreams.”
“So back to Mal-dran've. Considering he holds quite an important position and all; any ideas why he
fluffed the ball?”
“Fluffed the Ball?”
“Terran expression. Stay still for a moment….”
There was a crack in the tunnel roof ahead; just where it divided into two. Hadn't been there before.
Some of the rubble, or whatever was above us must have shifted, adding stress to hairline fractures in the
plascrete panelling causing it to crack. One side was sagging and a trickle of dust and water was dripping
through the ragged cracks. Some of it dripped onto Ti-mon's and Tel-shalqui's Sunday best. I saw part of a
ruptured pipe lying on the ground. Six meters long. Weighed about four hundred kilos give or take. I picked it
up with one hand and used it to shore up the ceiling, the dust and water dripped down over the back of my
helmet. I pressed the sagging slab back up and using my other hand focusing the photon burst into a narrow
tighter beam of plasma energy, sealing the crack shut…
“Hope you can get those stains out of your clothes. About Mal-dran've….”
“I still can't comprehend why Mal-dran've didn't predict the storm front sooner. I spoke to a colleague in
Heliometrics just the other day. He told me they'd been analysing increased activity for several days but Maldran've refused to go to the Senate. Even after the system crashed. My college decided to inform the Senate
independently but his words were silenced.”
“By whom?”
“He wasn't absolutely certain but he thought Mal-dran've may have been involved. Why? I don't know.
He hadn't been the same since the incident.”
Ti-mon went on to tell me about the incident. It happened during an archaeological dig out of the Velt,
big track of marshes, dunes, beaches and mud flats thirty klicks outside of town. It was twenty five years ago,
Terran standard time. They made some interesting discoveries about their ancestors, some kinda post ice-age
settlement, quite significant. I listened to the story as we made our way through the lower basement to the
door I'd forced open earlier. As I listened I had to weigh up in my mind if the story had any relevance to what was
happening now. But I definitely got a buzz about this Mal'dran've character. Same buzz I get when I know
someone or something isn't quite kosher. I don't quite know how I've developed it. Intuition? Some kinda sixth
sense? Maybe it's a superhero thing. Good guys have this mysterious ability to attract bad guys. Draw them out
of the crowd. I hadn't even met this Mal'dran've yet but considering what Ti-mom had told me something just
clicked. I could be wrong of course. Wouldn't be the first time I've made a misjudgement. Until I met the guy I
just kept my thoughts to myself.
“You say he changed?” I'd retraced my steps and lead the survivors outside.
“He used to be compassionate. Trusting. Supportive. We were both students at the Acdamanteliat.
Some of the things we got up too…
“Yeah, I can imagine….”, I replied with a grin.
“He was generous to a fault. Not prideful. No hidden agendas. At least until he changed. After the
incident he became distant. Withdrawn. Prone to temper. Mood swings. Genius combined with lucid moments
of non-comprehension. Almost as if he'd developed a new persona. He divorced from his wife. Buried himself
in his work. We began to argue, at lot. One day when I went to my work I was refuse entry. He'd changed the
codes. I wasn't the only one. Most of the staff affiliated to him were on the pay roll of the Tan-Keirt Corporation
who by now had taken financial control of the project. I tried to reason with him, lost my job. Then he
endeavoured to claim that Fer-hel-ti and I had broken protocol. That the research belonged to the Scientfica
including the development of the asymmetric key algorithm. I endeavoured to reinstate Fer-hel-ti's due
recognition for his work – the legal costs escalated and I nearly lost everything.”
At the top of the ramp I saw Bal-Than. He was still doing his job as Tally Man; keeping a note of

personnel as they entered the various hot-zones. He looked weary. They all did. The worse of the rain had
drifted towards the east; the sky was still mostly grey but a large patch of blue was on the southern horizon.
Maybe soon it would stop raining but despite the weather I think the Delvedians that had been trapped below
were just glad to be able to breathe real air again. I made my way towards Xan-Yalan to see what other
emergencies needed immediate attention.
As I escorted the survivors to the Reds who showed us to a fleet of waiting vans that would take them to
the nearest MediCEN, Ti-Mon looked around.
“I don…how bad it is?”
“Pretty bad I'm afraid. I'm sure you'll see things on the way to the hospital.”
“Mal-dran-ve, the man I knew, would not have allowed this to happen. He worked hard to create a fully
reliable pre-detection system. But I better warn you, Mal'dran've has a lot of connections.”
“I'll keep it in mind”, I said, adding that I was more than accustomed to dealing with psychological
divergent personalities, not that I said that verbally. “I'll look into it. You have my word sir. Now get your family
checked out.”
Ti-mon's daughter looked up at me and gave a smile. I smiled back.
“That was a neat trick you did with the water. Can you do it again?” But her voice trailed off when she
saw the cityscape beyond the edge of the large park we were near to. Till now I hadn't seen her show any sign
that she was afraid, but now. Her eyes widened, trying to comprehend the scenes around her. If I had been her,
I'd would have been afraid, terrified of what I'd experienced down there, trapped below the surface for God
knows how long. Not knowing what had caused the world to change so quickly, so suddenly.
The sight of seeing her city and people around her, hurt, bewildered, still trying to comprehend what
was happening, had happened, would have been overwhelming if I had been in her shoes. But she was one
tough little cookie. I'd wished I'd been like her, there on Orienta Shard, down in the depths. I'd awoken alive
surrounded by a curtain of darkness. I climbed up a sheer wall of twisted metal, looking up to a red sky high
above. I climbed towards it, hoping, just hoping, maybe, just maybe I wasn't alone…and there at the top I saw
Orienta's cityscape devastated beyond all recognition. I looked at the city, home of the Nova Corps, and I cried.
Maybe the city around me now was not in Orienta's league. At least there were survivors. People still alive.
Confused, but alive thank God. But even so, as I saw the expressions on the girl's face and that of her Father, I
sorta shared a mutual bond.
I knelt down in front of the little girl. I took her hand. Her Father and Mother didn't say anything.
“You've been really brave”, I said. “We're you scared back there?”
“A little.”
“I'm gonna let you into a secret. I was too.”
“Really?” Her voice lowered an octave, a hint of disbelief.
“Yeah. I get scared. But you know what? It's okay to get scared. Cause you know that there's always
someone around to make sure you stay okay. To keep you safe. When I was young, when I was so high (I raised
my left hand just above her head) my Mom and Dad used to tell me stories. About Dragons. Big scary dragons
that blew flames from their mouths. There was this big Dragon called Fin Fang Foom that caused a lot of
trouble for a village. He kept asking the villagers for food and unless he got his food he wouldn't set fire to the
village. One day the villagers knew they'd run out of food and they knew they had to stand up against the
dragon or else he'd gobble them all up! So the youngest villager put on a suit of armour, took his Father's sword
and rode a horse out of the village gate. He went out and found the dragon that was sleeping on top of a nearby
hill. He held the sword and even though he was so scared he swung the sword in one big swoop! (I cut the air
with my hand made a swooshing sound) and cut the dragon's head off! “
“Ewwich…”
“Yeah. Bit nasty! But you see even though the young man was so scared, he knew he had to be very
brave to keep his family and village safe. Now I want you to keep your Mom and Dad safe. Will you do that for
me?” She nodded.
“Thank you for telling me the story.”
“You're welcome.” I said, smiling.
I watched as the family went to the waiting transports; bright orange and green, bulky, measuring
about twenty five metres long. They reminded me of those Sat T Liner school buses: two thirds capacity for
passengers with the remaining third incorporating mobile medical facilities. The rear of the transport had

lifted up and slid back over the canopy. There was a lift which allowed Red EmedproCen personnel to load
injured Delvedians into the rear of the vehicle, lifting stretchers with very frightened folks clinging to the
synthofoil thermal blankets covering them. The family was escorted through a side-door climbing up six steps
into the forward compartments lined with double row seats. I could see people staring out of the rain spattered
windows. I saw the girl take her seat, her parents had to sit opposite because the vehicle was reaching full
capacity. They allowed twenty more Delvedians onboard to stand in the aisle foregoing the maximum capacity
regulation which often applied to these kinda vehicles. She looked out and saw me. I gave a wave, then the
vehicle, having made quota, the rear door sliding back down with a pneumatic hiss drove off down the road to
one of the Medicoms.
It was still raining but on the horizon I could see a break in the uniformal clouds. The storm was passing
by but the problems wouldn't wash away with it. Normally I'd welcome the sight of our sun appearing from
behind the clouds, rays of light beaming down to dry up the puddles. But here, the local star had been the cause
of a one in a million catastrophic calamity.
Verge folk have an expression when they know something isn't quite right. Growing hair nonsense.
Right now, I swear my hair follicles had grown a few. It was still some hours before the day would end – but for
many the short night wouldn't be a comfort. I decided that I would help the crews for a further few hours then
go and see Alpha Senate Alpha Kiv-ch. I asked Xandar to arrange a meeting. And if I was lucky I would meet Maldran've cause it was his name that made my hairs curl on end.

6
Kartel CENTRAL – The Boardroom, some hours ago.

Kor kept two of his eight eyes on the Board members. They had resumed their seats after their brief interlude
with Sire Odal resuming his place at the foot of the table. Even with his own keen senses Kor could not tell what
they were thinking as they watched the “live-feed” from the Sphere.
Their thoughts were insubstantial phantoms; he could not comprehend a lot of the latent images he
briefly gained from them. They had acute psionic defences. He saw only “flashes” in a turbulent sea of psionic
stimuli and neuronal chemistry. His race possessed a degree of telepathy which they used to link their brains to
the complex machines and mechanisms that they were renowned for manufacturing.
The Board had watched the devastation wrought by the energetic solar storm as the bubble's leading
edge penetrated the planet's magnetosphere. The effect had been intensified as the planet's magnetosphere
had acted in their favour; channelling the energies down to the surface below.
One problem that the Gallien had overcome which Kor improvised further was the means to power the
Sphere's internal structure. It needed a power source of considerable aptitude to harness the untapped
potential of the exotic molecules that was its primary means to control suns.
The Kartel had planned ahead; they sent four reconnaissance probes to the Shan-Tel Nan Globular
Cluster, one of many homes formerly belonging to the Korbonites. When the probes arrived, the planet that
had once been their abode had been destroyed, a victim of Galactus' insatiable hunger. The act had
destabilized the entire race, forcing them to abandon territories held in custodianship for over twelve million
years. The current whereabouts of the Meta-Orb containing the last of their kind wasn't known immediately
although Kor has read datastreams about a lone Korbon warrior that had once affiliated himself with a God of
Thunder.
The system was completely sterile, devoid of all life. Fractured planets slowing drifting around a
massive singularity itself surrounded by an accretion disc fringing the edge of a massive black hole. The probes
detected faint Korbonite DNA signatures forty thousand mega-light years away. They have entered the
gravitational flux of a double binary star and headed for a small planetary system close by. The Orb had drifted
in close proximity to a small Class-M moonlet, partly covered by volcanoes. A small settlement had been
established. A population of over nine thousand who had constructed a plas-Bayronium dome two kilometres
wide below the moon's northern tropic. They drew power by harnessing the vast magnetic exchanges
between the moon and its parent gas giant; energetic particles converted into plasma to power a city that one
day would cover the entire surface of the Moon.
It was exactly what the Kartel required.

Kor observed every trial run the gestated Sphere had done. Each one more spectacular than the one
before. The Galliens' success ultimately lead to his dismissal; unable to maintain the high degree of
expectation the Board had unanimously voted to replace him. Kor's appointment had been totally
unprepared for. Kor had kept a vigil on the parameters of the experiment, while his senses kept a discreet note
of the Board's assessment. It had been most favourable: until…
“What is that? Identify!”, one of Board members said suddenly. The voice was almost a screech. Kor
glanced at the monitor and noted the time-index. Time index Forty Two Zero One. He transferred the image to
his own array and called up a sub-routine to identify the light anomaly that the board member had pointed at.
His triple hearts fluttered.
“The effect is a transitional apex of a fold-space aperture; generated by gravimetric energies. “
“Then he has arrived already like a moth unto a flame”, Sire Odal said matter of factly. “Yet he will soon
be not alone.”
Kor brought up a long-range telemetric display. It showed an energy signature moving inexorably
towards the Delvedian System, thirty-nine point three light years relative of the gravimetric slipstream wake.
“Fold drive signature identifies it as the Adora, initially constructed by the Mentaxi in the zero-g
shipyards of Andant-Prime before later being retrofitted by the Kree after the end of the Annihilation War,
extending her life service considerably.
“If the UDI should discover our operation now; it could undermine our – I mean our illustrious Founder's
primary objective. We should stop them.“
“I concur.”, said a Second.
“So do I.”, said a Third.
The remaining board members nodded their heads in silent affirmation.
“That may be,” Sire Odal replied. “But we have always remained in the shadows and let others do such
work. Consider this. We have existed for a very long time; thrived when other mighty civilizations have fallen;
endured as the oldest stars from the Dark Time began to finally wither and die, making way for the new. We
have successfully carried out my design for generations. We have prided ourselves in moving forward with the
times, acquiring new means to ensure we maintain our own stakehold in cosmic consonance. Nothing as of yet
has prevented that. You may well believe Nova Prime a palatable threat but he is barely a newborn. We are
committed to stay any physical action against him unless warranted; that would transgress my agreement
with the Client. As long as that agreement is binding. Kor has unquestionably proven the potential in the
Sphere's capabilities. I think there maybe a few interesting hours ahead. ”
Kor pressed a few buttons on his display; his bio-grafted limbs became a ballet of precision and deft
clarity. And light years away, the Sphere digested the data flow and responded accordingly.

7
Cerebral Log/ Richard J. Rider – Entry 32.4/8 CMO/UDI Alpha Rider One

Since leaving the Arcade I'd pretty much gone from one priority zone straight into another coordinating with
Xan-Yalan, helping where I could. City citizens who were able and experienced with basic first aid know-how
were assisting beleaguered rescue teams; kinda like volunteers in the Freedom Corps set up after Nine Eleven.
I lost count of the number of calls I'd attended now; each situation partly hampered by worried citizens waiting
for news of loved ones trapped by falling debris, injured from explosions, often angry and confused, still unable
to figure out why everything had changed so quickly around them.
I'd become accustomed to the stares. I was glad Delvedians weren't outright xenophobes. During my
first year on Xandar I soon learned that there was a contingent who felt Dey had totally dishonoured his
family's regal heritage by transferring his birth right to an alien species. Back then the Corps had maintained a
strict “no aliens” policy, recruits had to share some lineage harking back to the time of Arthian Dian; the First
Nova Prime. I was accepted in the end, thanks in part to that little outing called the Second Xandar/Skrull
Conflagration, a war that gave me some grief even though there's certain parts of it that for the life of God and
any other super all powerful entity I can't still remember to this day. It was my forge; preparing me for what lay
ahead. At least I believed that until the Annihilation War came along.

The past had its pitfalls and its bright spots but right now the future was more important especially with
the Verges currently in a cold war scenario after the signing of the 268 Agreement, ceasing hostilities between
the Wave and the rest of the numerous Verge factions. The Annihilation Wave had stayed put on their new
home world, the former Kree capital world of Kree-Lar while Emperor Ronan, between cat-calling Baroness
S'Bak and the Esul Banner both playing poker for what was left of the Skrull Empire – was doing his best not to
fall back on those genetic war impulses that Kree usually loved to let fly in situations like this.
I had some deep respect for Ronan; he certainly must have developed some kind of mutual respect for
me during our time in the United Front otherwise he wouldn't have given me the title of Jan-Tharl - honorary
Kree citizenship, the first Terran ever given the privilege. That was a big deal for me; paving the way for the
United Defense Initiative to be born. Its not Nova Corps nor is it a substitute. One day, Nova Corps will rise
again. It might well be me in my twilight years that gets it going again, or maybe if I ever decide to settle down,
marry some beautiful girl (and I've had a few) and have kids. Yeah, probably be one of my kids that sets the old
club going. There's still a raw wound I bear from seeing Xandar fall; its why despite Ronan and Peter's cajoling I
decided to keep the scar on the left side of my face. That'll stay with me till the day I die.
I pushed aside my personal thoughts and looked where I was right now. The Metro was a Mag-Lev
public transport system consisting of a twenty fifty kilometre double track loop encircling the city. There were
fifteen district stations in total with the main terminal located to the north of the Arcade. Most of the stations
were above ground constructed on raised plas-concrete platforms some thirty meters high above pedestrian
streets lined with trees and aqua flows between the tall city buildings. The track itself varied in height, staying
level with the platforms for the majority of its route around the city; a third dipped below ground where the city
centre buildings clustered together leaving little space for the track to wind its way through. So the Delvedians
had dug down.
There had been several nasty crashes along the loop. Xander figured the electromagnetic suspension
had been disrupted when the whole Metro system suffered a “crash“ affected by the after-shocks of the solar
storm causing havoc with the city's entire power grid. Everything went ka-blooey when the transformers
overloaded. Kinda like a bucket left under a tap that you've forgotten to turn-off. Sooner or later the bucket
overflows and stars to make a mess, especially if you've not left it standing in a sink. Even so, you can get kinda
forgetful even if the bucket is in a sink cause sooner or later the water level rises, the sink overflows too and you
end up with a flooded bathroom. Too much and you may end up with the bath landing in your front room. You
wouldn't think how much grief one single drop of water can do. Then another and another. All adds up. Cause
and effect. The same applies to magnetic storms; the energy surge is magnified when the storm front hit
Delvedia's magnetosphere. The fact that the polarity of the geo-solar surge field was opposite to Delvedia's
made it doubly worse, the energy flowed around the planet from both poles, passing through the planet's
atmosphere to the surface eight hundred miles below at incredible speed. Any device generating a
electromagnetic field would get juiced up; unable to cope with the sudden overload.
Fail safes managed to kick in at the Fusion plant; that was extremely lucky for all the folks here
otherwise they'd been in serious £$%. A runaway fusion reactor isn't something you want to be next to; let
alone when you have a population of over three point eight million concentrated in the only major city only
forty klicks away from it. Could've been a Three Mile Island kinda situation but the fail safes compensated
thanks to the techs there working around the clock. But they weren't able to compensate for the pulse loop
that surged through the grid prior to getting things back on-line. The surge caused a lot of damage to primary
power conduits causing fires, explosions, the kinda stuff I'd been dealing with since I'd set down planetside.
The surge affected nav-coms in every vehicle in flight, suddenly subjected to a electro-magnetic pulse,
overloaded circuits controlling power to engines. As a result dozens of ships fell to the surface like bricks
without wings; crashing into city districts, adding to the problems the Delvedians were experiencing.
The loop lost power for only a few minutes until the Secondaries kicked in but by then all twenty four
shuttles had been affected. Passengers lucky enough to have been aboard one of the trains that had stopped
at one of the district stations survived; trains lost power and simply found themselves unable to generate
forward motion as the magnets cut-off their connection to the track and the carriages. But those that were
travelling along the loop at speeds well over eighty miles per hour found themselves suddenly leaving the
tracks. The loss of power affected the trains' centre point; its focal point where the levitation created by the
electro magnets underneath each carriage point to keep in afloat along the charged tracks became unstable.
Want an easy explanation? Think of a ball on top of a hill and push it. What happens? The ball rolls down the hill

but it won't roll straight down, it'll veer left or right. To make it roll straight down without veering you'd need to
create a compensating force, a set of extra hands to constantly push it forward along a straight line. The
magnets under the trains did the same, alternating the strength of the magnetic flux to stop the train from
derailing. But it's a finely tuned mechanism. Any outside force suddenly affecting the delicate balance and
WHAM!You get the rest.
Last emergency I attended was just as bad as the rest; fourteen carriages were affected just as the train
had exited a tunnel, preparing to travel onto an elevated section. Seven of the carriages were still inside the
tunnel; the remainder had plunged to the grass verge below, twisted and distorted, one on top of another.
Some blocked the tunnel mouth and crews were endeavouring to clear them to get to any survivors trapped
inside. I hovered above the track and glanced below. EmedProCen crews were crawling over the twisted tubes
of metal, lifting still alive passengers out of shattered plexi-glass windows. Most of the bodies weren't moving.
I couldn't do anything for them. The clerics in white would be their only comfort.
I turned my attention towards the tunnel mouth. Xander activated the thermo-imaging scan and
placed in on my visor; I discounted the emergency crews and looked beyond the sickly angled carriages and
peered into the tunnel itself. There were dozens of hot-spots; just like I'd seen in the Arcade. I could only read
cold blue traces in the carriages blocking the tunnel. Either the crews had already removed any survivors from
them or they'd just left the dead to be retrieved by the guys in blue uniforms. I relied as ever on my universal
translators and moved forward. The carriages weighed over five tons. No wonder they'd left the tracks when
the magnets cut-off. I picked them up and gritted my teeth; not that I really needed to cause long gone are the
days when I used to only have the strength of ten men. After the Upgrade, that parting gift Worldmind gave me
when I had found it and the Xandarian Ascendants a new Hub, they ensured I could access the Nova Force
without limit, never ever fearing I'd go ga-ga like one Garthan Saal.
When I returned the crews were already on the go; a line had been formed carrying and assisting
relieved passengers trapped in the tunnel to safety; two of their three hands covering their eyes as they got
used to the light of the sun which by now had pierced the grey clouds of the rain storm that had washed the city
during the afternoon.
While I had been busy, Xander had continued its heal and repair program to get God's Eye fully
operational. My A.I . was number crunching. It would've taken the Delvedians weeks to analyse the faults but
Xander, or maybe the part of Xander that thinks its my kid brother just loves to show off how smart it is.
Somewhere inside all that jumbled algorithmic mess lay the answers we needed to understand exactly what
had caused the star to go haywire and if the planet was still in danger. The Delvedians needed to be ready in
case a worse-case scenario happened. Xander estimated a one in six probability of another major CME event;
an additional worry was the slim possibility of actual damage to the star's core which could cause a Supernova.
And if that happened we'd all be toast.
I'd heard some Skrullian scientist define it as the Galactus Conjecture. He'd studied scenarios
surrounding the destruction of the former Throneworld figuring exactly how long it had taken the world eater
to turn a planet into a happy meal. By doing the maths he'd defined how long any survivors on any other
planets Galactus would put on his menu would need to ensure one-tenth of a given population could
conceivably escape from being turned into Fried Chicken steaks. Less than ten hours to mobilise just onetenth, that's assuming you have any ships available to get them off the ground let alone a convenient stargate
to escape the exploding plasma jets as the planetary mass explodes.
If the Oracle went supernova folks down here we'd see the event eight minutes before it actually hit;
remembering what Dad had told me an' Rob all those years ago. I'd had ten minutes spare when me and
Quasar ensured the Nycosian fleet escaped the Wave. The odds of me saving all of Delvedia's six million were
slightly higher providing they were mobilized in the next hour well before Peter and the Adora arrived. One
thing in favour was that two-thirds of the population lived in the city or on nearby islands in the river delta. The
other “third” either stayed for six months of the year in a leisure resort on the coast and further out some
isolated settlements along the southern coastline; former fishing villages converted to luxury private estates
for the well-to-do. I had an ace in the hole with Mari, because she had good diplomatic relations with her
people and if anyone could help with moving mass populations quickly if we needed it – it was the Colonizers.
With another situation under control, for now, I figured I could leave Xan-Yalan alone for a while so I
could deal with another obstacle, namely my arranged meeting with the Senate Alpha and convincing Kit'ch
and his government would have to accept a planetwide evac plan in case the frell really hit the fan. Knowing

someone like the Alpha he'd want concrete proof; typical official's reaction, thousands hurt, yet thinking that
what their religious icon in the sky had done was just a “misunderstanding”. Xandar told me the Alpha was
ready to meet me so I left the Metro and flew to the Scientifica to meet him and one other person who had
strongly insisted being present, Ti-mon's former friend and Director of the God's Eye Project.
Mal'dran've.
****

The Scientifica was quite an imposing building; rather old-fashioned. Kinda reminded me of my school trip to
the National Science Institute. I went up an imposing flight of marble steps and entered the main reception
hall. Large cream-stone columns supported the high vaulted ceiling which was a dome of blue crystal. Slim
blue crystal widows, a metre wide, broke up the uniform walls giving additional natural light to the place. I
could see balconies, edges bordered by glass panels overlooking the open space.
The aqua-green marble tiled floor, which my boots clicked upon as I walked across it, was dominated by
a large circular glass/crystal window embedded into it. It aligned directly with the dome overhead. I walked
around the edge of it, glancing down to see what was inside. Below the window, say maybe a meter or so down,
was a black disc measuring thirty meters in diameter; the edge ringed with silver metal. Looked old.
Something out of a museum. Just like the building itself seemed older compared to the other buildings I'd seen
in the city outside. On the surface of the disc I could see gold, yellow, red, orange and lilac “spots” of various
sizes embedded into it at random patterns. Some of the “spots” were interlinked by blue lines. Seven of them,
notably larger, were actually moving along six gold elliptical rings. In the centre of the rings was a large biolum
orb. At that moment Xander interrupted me – I was receiving a signal from the Adora.
Put it on my visor array please.
On my HUD, a slightly distorted image appeared; lines of interference criss-crossed the three
dimensional holo-portrait of Peter Quill. Quill was a half Terran/half Spartoi hybrid who before he'd decided to
volunteer as my No.2 in the United Front had been an inmate of the Kyln, the former super-prison that acted as
a sentinel to the very source of Universal creation. Quill had another name. The Starlord. I still to this day don't
know the entire story why he gave it up. Its a closed subject matter, one condition he made before he signed up
to the UF and its one I still respect when Quill persuade me to stay and form the UDI. I have to say meeting Quill
was like having Don Rickles being a Linesman for the New York Jets. Quill is a great friend. Well they all are.
Kika. Swad Beta. Mari. Even the Kree twins of hell, Ar-Cher and Ar-Mann and the new kid on the block Sahmuq
although I sorta foresaw the young Spartoi would be quite a handful. Quill was smiling when he scrutinized my
five o'clock shadow on his holo-viewer standing on the deck of the Adora.
You look like shlag Rider.
“Thanks a lot. I really needed to hear that.”
We're on final approach to the outer edge of the system. We're having to boost the signal to cut through the
increasing level of interference caused by Delvedia's sun. Its been getting steadily worse for the last hour.
I'd crossed the entrance hall and looked at the plan of the building. The layout plan was defined in a
series of multi-coloured blocks one on top of another. The Solar Observation Monitoring Suite was on the top
level. Figures! I decided to fly up to it.
This on the level, Xander?
Yeah, it is Richie. I managed to retrieve from the Solar Observation Array, comparing it to data
relayed from the Kree shows considerable helio-solar activity in progress. We need to convince the
Delvedians that the danger isn't over yet.
I landed on the top balcony. Several Delvedians dressed in white and blue gowns greeted me. One of
them pointed to the right and I saw a set of double doors that lead to the monitoring suite. I thanked him and
continued talking to Peter…
Xandar's right Rich. I ran the same simulations with my A.I, AL , and the data definitely correlates to
another CME burst. Maybe two, four hours.The readings are way off the scale; could surpass minus three thousand
nano Teslas. If the star generates a magnitude storm in excess of minus two thousand and taking into account the
present flow of Delvedia's magnetic field; it could prove even more catastrophic than the front that hit the planet
already.Take a look.
While data flooded across my HUD and Xander cross-referenced the squirt from Peter and made
additional comparisons, I remembered the disc in the hallway far below. Up here I could get a better look at it.
I glanced over the edge of the balcony and looked down. My HUD zoomed in on the rings and despite

appearances they weren't smooth. The rings were covered in symbols, swirls, loops and other shapes. Some
kinda writing and yet as I looked at the lines something in my mind was telling me I'd seen things like this
before, but where and when I couldn't remember. Maybe it was important. At that moment another Delvedian
scientist was walking over towards me. He was probably the oldest Delvedian I'd seen so far, his skin grey and
wrinkled and he walked with a stick.
“Got company Peter, be right back...”
“The Heliocyle is over twenty thousand cycles old.” The old scientist said, now standing next to me, his
face full of pride and reverence.
“Heliocyle?Yeah Ti-mon mentioned it to me. Do you know him? “
“Professor Fer-hel-ti's star pupil – well along with Director Mal'dran've. I knew his father. So sad what
happened.You seem quite interested in the Heliocyle. They used it to chart the position of the planets and stars
as they encircled the Oracle. To create the first calendar and know the waxing and waning of the seasons and
tides. To understand unseen forces that shaped their lives, infinite mysteries of creation, and time; the one
constant that no one can ever fully control but which influences everything around us; birth, life, and
ultimately death itself.”
“I can agree with you on that. Death can be a bit of a bummer. Even said it to her pasty white face once.
Life too when it wants to be. So that's an early astrometrical heads up display? Kinda neat. That glowing orb
must be the sun and you have, six planets orbiting around it. But it can't be as accurate as the stuff you have
today? “
“No. Technology has supplanted it.” There was a hint of sadness in his voice. “It's a reminder of simpler
times. Science, always adapts. I suspect it is the same on countless other worlds out there, beyond the edge of
our system. Over time we refined our methods to unify our comprehension of how our world fits into the
greater schemes of the universe and beyond. The Heliocyle marked the final transition from our ancient
ancestors who considered the Oracle was the centre of our universe and embraced a true perspective of how
things really are. Though for a few, the old ways are still prevalent.”
“Yeah, I've heard quite a lot while I've been helping with the situations out there. There's a lot of mixed
emotions going on. Some think that it's the end of the world while others are just putting it down to a one in a
lifetime kinda thing; that they'll pull though and things will be made even better. I wish I could chat longer but
I've got an appointment with the Senate Alpha and the Director. Maybe I can have the whole guided tour one
day.”
I thanked him and turned and walked towards the double doors. I removed my helmet, its component
molecules loosing atomic cohesion, flowing like quicksilver, one minute hard and unyielding, the next
something akin to tissue paper, so soft that I could tuck into my belt for safe keeping and glanced up at the sign
above. Translated into English it read: The Ansar Suite.
Xander did a check about him. I read his profile on the HUD: industrialist and visionist, founded of the
Tan-Kerit Corporation and key leader of the Reformists. Yet prior to that Ansar has been a lowly Prominent
stockholder on the Energy Commission that developed the Fusion Reactor. And yet scrutinizing his portfolio it
stood out a mile that he must have been making a lot of money off-world as well as gaining revenue from
several sources. Where the funds came from, Xander had to do more digging because it seemed not all of it was
exactly kosher. Most of which he used to prop up the Scientifica's budget, investing the collateral in the God's
Eye Project influenced by, you guessed it - Director Mal'dran've. Ansar was a popular leader, and yet his reign
ended with his sudden unexpected suicide. There was a rumour that his body was buried under the water
feature in the Arcade but that was all it was. No one knew for sure.
****
At any other time, the Helio Control Suite would have been pretty impressive. From the looks of the
equipment that was housed in the oval shaped room it was mostly new, kinda in touch with the room's oldworldly decoration. The walls were mostly wooden panels broken up by brown marble pillars. Star Charts
made of some plastic like material hung inside plas-glass frames on the walls. In one corner I saw a smaller
version of the Heliocyle: a two meter wide gold globe, inter-connecting hoops surrounding a model of the
Delvedian solar system. Each planet was a glass globe affixed to top of slender arm that sat on some kinda
turntable; the Oracle was in the middle. I saw a handle below the globe. Presumably you had to wind it around
and around to make the whole thing work. Very old tech. Next to it was a plexi-glass case. Some kinda scrolls

inside. Xander did a rough translation. It said: Found at the Western Velt Peninsula. The sheets were covered in
equations, the same shapes I'd seen on the original Heliocyle.
The main workspace was a level down. I had to go down a short flight of semi-circular marble steps to
reach it. Many of the consoles looked in bad shape. The building, like others dotted across the city, had also
been affected by the energy surges. Delvedian technicians kneeled beneath flickering instrumentation
consoles, their heads poking inside internal circuit boards that looked like things I'd seen Rob work on in his lab
at Siodex. Wires, cables and God knows what else were all over the floor. Funny enough I expected to see cogs.
Having three pairs of arms had their advantages. They could reach for repair tools that lay within white plastic
boxes while they still kept their heads buried inside the recesses of the consoles. Above the consoles, in the
centre of the room, suspended from a glass dome ceiling was a series of monitors. Some were blank but others
were operational. They were receiving some residual storied telemetry from God's Eye, thanks to Xander's
repairs, displaying the data on screen in synch with the data flow that Xander was still processing.
Two Delvedians who were standing in front of the main console that formed a three-quarter circle. A
young Delvedian technician was sitting in a reasonably looking comfy high-backed chair. It had wheels! While
the Tech allowed his three dexterous hands to operate the various keys, switches and observe the monitors
built into the console itself, the two older Deldevians looked at me.
The one of the left was Senate Alpha Ki-vch. The chain of office around his narrow neck sorta confirmed
it. The other Delvedian was younger. Well he had less wrinkles around his eyes. About the age of Ti-mon. He
wore the same colours as the scientists outside except there was a gold band around his neck collar.
“You are Nova?”, Ki-vch enquired? His voice still sounded like rustling leaves.
“That's me. Please to meet you.” I reached out my hand but Ki-vch didn't return the gesture simply
inclining his head slightly to comprehend my sentiment. Ki-vch's head turned towards his colleague.
“This is Director Mal'dran've.”
So this was Mal'dran've. Mal'dran've kept his hands behind his back so no physical greeting but as I
looked into his grey/blue eyes, seeing my reflection curving across his irises I felt something. More growing hair
nonsense. Xander must've registered my body's reaction cause while I had the following conversation I got
Xander to scan him discreetly. I don't know why I asked but I wanted to know what made Mal-dran-ve tick.
“You are responsible for repairing the array?, Mal'dran've asked. Like Ki-vch, Mal'dran've voice
sounded like rustling leaves cept it was notably stronger. His eyes, all three of them, were narrower and had a
slight yellowish tinge to them.
“Yeah. You can bill me later.” I expected some hint of gratitude or puzzlement because I made a Terran
joke that would made no sense to him or anyone else in the room but Mal'dran've showed no hint of either. I
turned back to the Alpha…
“Sir, not to be abrupt and all“, I said, Xander translating my words for me…“but we need to talk. Things
are about to get a lot worse before they get any better. Can I access the Comms array and arrange a link-up with
my associates?”
Mal'dran've inclined his head, stretching his long neck, tilting it towards the young Tech who got up
from his seat. I sat down (yeah, definitely comfy) and allowed Xander to interface with the Comms system
while multi-tasking to display retrieved analysis from God's Eye. On one of the larger screens Peter's face
popped up into view. The image was still slightly blurry but we could hear his voice just fine.
“Senate Alpha. This is Peter Quill. United Defense Initiative and my best friend this side of the Mutters
Spiral. He's gonna ensure your citizens get all the aid they can to make it though the disaster but as I've said,
we've got a major problem. Xander, you better patch into the audio feed to let the gents here know about your
findings”
Okay Rich....
“May I enquire as to whom is speaking?”, Mal-dran-ve's said. His voice was detached, almost
emotionless.
“Oh, Xander. He's my guardian angel. Xander keep it brief.”
Mal-dran-ve eyes remained fixed on the display screen. I couldn't figure out why he kept his composure
so well. While I listened to Xander on audio; data from my A.I's scan squirted on to my HUD. Xander did a
thorough job. Peeling away Mal-dran-ve's skin tissues one layer at a time, then muscles, nerves, bones. A
three-dimensional cross-section appeared. Tri-symmetrical anatomy. Three hearts, slightly enlarged lungs.
Brain divided into three hemispheres, slightly larger than a human brain.
Nanos did a bio-molecular breakdown of the cells, unzipping their membranes, having a poke inside

their nuclei to do a DNA check. The DNA scan showed something Xandar called a Chelonic genome structure. I
recalled the mural I'd seen earlier. The turtle like creature crawling up onto the beach. Turtles on Earth were
pretty ancient; around since the day of the dinosaurs. Unlike the terrible lizards, they'd survived that
catastrophic extinction event sixty five million years ago. But they'd never changed. They hauled themselves
up onto beaches, somehow in synch with the Luna cycle to lay eggs, but after that they always returned to the
sea. Here on Delvedia, those early turtle-like ancestors must have though living on the land was better than
staying wet. Time to party baby! Evolution did the rest.
The nanos also checked the remains of the cell walls before digesting them. Receptor proteins showed
elevated traces of progesterone, androgens and some unidentifiable molecules that defied analysis.
I looked over Mal'dran've's scan and compared it to other Delvedians in the room. The old scientist I
spoke to earlier showed signs of advanced old age. Slower heartbeats. Thickened arteries. Calcium deposits
around the joints. The young Tech sitting at the console had a scar around a large trailing organ; a Fallopian
tube. Seemed the males were also able to have children.
Mal'dran've's body was notably a different shade. Warmer than the rest. Yet Xander's scan also picked
up a dark patch, oval shaped, running down the back of his spine. Switch to X-Ray and CAT and nothing showed
up. A dark patch that was there one minute, gone the next. Did it have any particular significance? Hell, I didn't
know but whatever it was no one else, no other Delvedian in the suite had one.
While I pondered on this latest mystery, Xander took centre stage concentrating on the more
important issue of what was happening to the Oracle.
Its my hypothesis that the storm and the event affecting Delvedia's sun is not natural. During the
Annihilation War my “Father” amassed over ninety thousand, two hundred emergency back-up calls. Most
are automated responses however twenty three calls relate to solar phenomena; specifically geo-solar
activity which had nothing to do with Annihilation Wave operations using Harvesters.
Just like Vespan Seti-Two I thought. Peter cut in.
“We've handled a situation on Vander's World ten weeks ago. Mining colony got into difficulties when their
star suddenly flared. Cause a major comms blackout for a number of hours. They took necessary precautions to
escape the effects of radiation fallout. Geliste ore in the deep mines protected them from exotic particle
bombardment. If they'd been on the surface….“
“Most of the Delvedians trapped in the Undercity were lucky but those who happened to be up top
when it flared. Xan-Yalan's told me that he's had reports from Medicoms; some of them are beginning to show
stage two symptoms of radiation sickness. Xander tells me they've being given neumune therapy but even
that won't stop long term affects. Resources are stretched as they are.”
Can I continue Rich?
“Yeah you better Xander.”
Peter's correct. All stars, irrespective of size, type, mass and age, plus additional factors which I
won't go into here, go though periodic phases of activity. They form part of any star's natural life-span.
However, I have cross referenced a number of eight x eight distress calls from the backlog in the immediate
sectors/ systems within a fifty mega light year radius of the Delvedian Sun over the last two years. I think
you will find this alarming.
On one of the screens, we saw Xander display a three dimensional chunk of space. Twenty three stars
were displayed in red. On their own that didn't tell me a lot but when Xander drew a line through them and
added a series of time references and science stuff which Mal-dran-ve recognised he blinked his three eyes
several times in succession. First time I saw some kind of response.
The stars I have indicated in red are all G-type main sequence stars. All have various solar cycles that
they exhibit and on their own merit would not draw any attention if no comparison was made and yet in the
last two years, each has, in succession, gone through extreme geo-solar activity during Solar Minimum
periods. Among the stars I have listed includes Vandial Eridiani which occurred ten months ago. Helkon Five,
nine months ago and Vespan Seti-Two.
All of these stars have showed abnormal helio-seismonic activity?“ Mal-dran-ve' said. “I find that
impossible to believe.” His heartbeats skipped a beat. He was lying.
“You mean all these stars got a case of the jitters?”, I said. “You know it could be Galactus. He's got a hell
of an appetite since he took a powder thanks to Thanos.”
“Galactus? Thanos?”, said the Alpha. “Who are these divinities?”

“You don't wanna know.”, I replied, a bit surprised because I hadn't come across any culture that didn't
know who Galactus was because let's face it the guy has a pretty considerable rep.
“It couldn't have been the big guy Rich. The timeframes do not correlate. Galactus was held by Thanos for
sixty days. Four stars exhibited abnormal behaviour during that timeframe. Although Galactus may have drawnoff latent energy to replenish his depleted reserves from stars post-captivity I have determined the Devourer was
not present in all the affected systems.”
“So if this is an unnatural event there's something else is behind it?”, I said.
“I do not give any credence to any pre-purposed supernatural phenomena“, Mal-dran've said. “This
august body prides itself correlating fundamental scientific fact. I used to believe the stories my Father told
me, about the Tripartite, about the origins of our people. Over the years I have learned to distinguish myth and
reality. The Oracle is exhibiting extreme natural phenomena despite our star is well within its solar minimum.
Granted at a time from previous ground observations where such activity would be considered abnormal, but
still within scientific plausibility. There is no outside influence. Senate Alpha. I, above any other, have been
saddened by the plight our people have endured but this is simply an extraordinary anomalous event. Besides,
do we really need to rely on this information supplied by.....Sal-thi.”
“Yeah, you say that“, I said angrily, “but just remember its an outsider who got your tinker toy working,
an outsider whose saved a lot of lives today and an outsider whose trying to prevent another potential
catastrophe from claiming many more lives! Besides, haven't you declared that your late investor received
substantial funding off-world?”
The Alpha looked uneasy. “Is this true Mal'dran've? You assured the Senate that Tan-Kerit had utilized
collateral reserves without having to draw upon his off-world partners. That was part of the stipulated
agreement my predecessor made when we granted the go-ahead for the Array.”
“Senate Alpha. I do not think this…”
“Can we concentrate on the matter at hand?”, I said.
“Quite!”, the Alpha agreed. “However...this allegation, if true, will need to be investigated. You say you
have data that predicts further storm activity?You are sure our planet is still in danger?”
“We're quite certain sir,“ Peter replied gravely. “We've double checked the datastreams. A second surge is
definitely likely to happen.You better skedaddle or you're gonna get fried.”
“Of the city?”
At this moment, another face popped into view. I couldn't tell if Mari was standing on a chair or Peter
had kindly swung the holo-viewer down to her chin. Even so I saw the Alpha flinch when her blue hue wide oval
face loomed large on the viewer.
“Alpha. I am Mari Taal, UDI Chief Medico and attaché to the Rigellian Techonancy. If a surge occurs within
the projected timeframe the effect will inundate the planet's daylight facing surface, something akin to a gamma
soak. I've analysed preliminary assessments from your MediCEN's. Neumune treatments will only delay the
inevitable. We have cryo-stasis facilities aboard our ship. We can transfer priority cases to facilities where we can
give them the best hope for life.
If you cooperate, we will need access to your genomic-census data pool to make the necessary calibrations
for our phasers. You have my assurance all data will be handled within strict privacy clauses. Priority will be given
to medical/injured, senior citizens. Followed by children and families and finally everyone else. We'll place your
population utilizing tesseract holding facilities until we can arrange the nearest keystone planet to shelter your
population. At best, if this is nothing more than a freak natural occurrence, that every other star we've observed,
are going through phases…nothing more as an after effect of some abnormal phenomena, we can return your
people home after the star has re-stabilized…”
“And how long will that be?”, the Alpha asked.
“Possibly months, maybe longer. I can't give you an accurate assessment.”
“Senate Alpha”, I added. “I know this is hard. I've seen this kinda thing a lot during the Annihilation war.
Your people were lucky. Really lucky. I saw planets destroyed sir. Machines of war that were truly terrifying. I've
seen people lose everything they had. Entire races were in a bad way until the Kree and other Verge worlds
combined resources and started programs to find people new homes, billions of them. They've got several
keystone worlds, some need terraforming to give us additional space but one of them, Mlacon, is open. Several
races have already settled there and there's plenty room for many more. Its only thirty-eight light years
relative. I know that sounds a lot but its only a short hop away; location wise you'll still be able to see the Oracle

but we have to act now Sir. The UDI needs to act now. EmedProCen will need time to prep. In the meantime
while you liaise I'll check the Oracle to make sure there isn't anything unusual causing the activity. It won't take
long. A few cycles at best.”
“I pray by the Oracle that you don't.”, the Alpha replied. “But for now I will advise the Senate. They will
resist the idea at first. Our people have looked up at the stars for generations and yet none of us have ever flown
amongst them, save our isali, sailing irrevocably in the eternal embrace of the one true star. It will be terrifying
to some. Heresy to others. I cannot guarantee you will have a fully successful transition but considering what
has transpired over the last day. I will convince the senate and work with your colleagues. When I am satisfied I
will address the population.”
“Senate Alpha!”, Mal'dran've's voice sounded like those leaves were caught in a summer storm. “You
must reconsider. By liste….”
“The safety of the people is always an Alpha's most solemn duty. A spiritual duty. Our race has been
blessed for so long. Our people have been content. Given the chance to fulfil inspirations even though the
archaics would try and deny it. Many Mal'dran've wish to touch the stars, especially the young, eager to
explore what many of us only wish to see with our feet planted firmly upon the ground. I will not see our people
suffer needlessly. Our resources have coped but even I recognise the need for additional assistance. I would be
foolish to deny it. This Nova has risked his life to save those affected by the tempest. He came to our assistance
and I hope as a representative of the cultures we have forsaken we should consider opening a dialogue to
formalise our membership to the Verge Senate. Now if you will excuse me….” The Senate Alpha left the room.
“I hope you don't find anything too Rider”, Peter interrupted. “Cause if there is something out there which
caused those other stars to flare up, and its in this system….Whatever it is it must be well shielded cause our
sensors aren't picking up anything anomalous in geo-solar orbit, except a small planetesimal which we detected in
front of the sun's face an hour ago.”
“I remember seeing a dark black disc too…lower left hand quadrant of the solar disc.”
“What are you referring to? “, Mal-dran-ve' said. His voice rose up an octave. His face showed a distinct
glare. It was subtle but it was there.
“You got a picture of it?, I said.
Not from the Array, Xander said. The data I managed to extract from the CPU shows no sign of the
anomaly. But I recall you seeing the shadow on the solar disc Rich. I took the liberty of recording it.
“Display it on the screen!” I shouted.
On the screen I saw a still image of the star come up. I looked at the time-index on the bottom left-hand
side. Seven Two One. There, barely noticeable was a small black disc on the star's surface, just below the solar
equator. Whatever it was it was pretty close by.
“It could be Delvedia Alpha.”, Mal-dran-ve countered. “It has an eccentric orbit that takes it in close
proximity to the Oracle every one hundred cycles. It causes a degree of gravimetric disturbance to the corona
when it reaches perihelion but nothing more.”
“Well maybe its orbit has shifted”, I speculated. “You know collided with something entering the
system, a meteor, comet…I don't know (but if that had been the case you would have noticed it, I thought to
myself). If it has maybe that's the source of all this $£“. If the Array had been working over the last few
days….besides you've figured out what caused it to crash?“
“Severe geo-magnetic backwash would have caused adverse differential flux to on-board
components.” Mal-dran-ve explained. “As you can see the surges ultimately contributed to the damage you
see around you. However to answer your theory. A number of primary and secondary objects originating from
the Oort Cloud do have eccentric orbits that take them into close proximity with Delvedia Alpha and Beta. A
collision is feasible…”
“Except that can't be the case”, Quill said. “According to our long-range scan both inner planets are
nowhere near the coordinates of this “anomaly”. It's got to be something “new””
“Something super-dense, something exhibiting some kinda power, influence over the star's behaviour.
Sounds something artificial…( And yet no one down here knows its there…I can't quite believe that….I shot
another accusing glance at Mal'dran've. He knows…I had a real gut feeling he knows… “
“Whatever it is. It's definitely in a fixed location. I've compared images from our scan with what you've sent
us Richie. It's holding a location approximately nought point three A.U. from the solar disc and hasn't moved one
iota. Whatever that thing is,” Peter concluded. “Must be generating an artificial gravimetric bipolar field. Keeping

it in a fixed geo-solar position.”
“Just like God's Eye because it's set in a fixed geo-stationary orbit.”
“If it is causing those stars to flare then you better deal with it Rider. This is more in your line of work than
ours. If that star does go off the scale it'll put our fleet in danger and hamper any chance of implementing a full
evac.….Do I need to carry on?”
“You'll have to excuse me. I'll check this out but I'd advise you to assist the Alpha in preparations for
evacuation.”
I placed my helmet back on my head, turned and headed towards the balcony outside. As I went I
noticed Mal-dran-ve looking intently at the screen. Then, the trail of his robe gliding across the marble floor
behind him, he left the monitoring suite. And considering what Xander had told me…
****

Within moments I'd left the Scientifica in a blur of blue and gold. I headed straight up, the city falling behind me
as I entered a high altitude bank of clouds, the last vestiges of the rain storm. I felt faint drops of moisture on my
exposed face as I passed through; turning to tiny ice crystals as I got higher.
At twenty kilometres Xander increased the integrity of the phasic shield and boosted my armour's
radiation shielding. At ten thousand kilometres I exited Delvedia Oralanis' exosphere and crossed the
threshold into space, continuing at just above sub-liminal speed on an intercept course with whatever was
orbiting close to the local star.
You're sure about your findings, Xander?
As much as I can be from the data I've analysed Rich.The diagnostic I've ran on the Array's HPU which
brought the systems non-volatile sub processors back on-line confirms that the Array's primary systems
were deliberately placed in hibernation caused by a viral program triggered after the stream had been
transmitted.
Viral? I hope…
The virus won't affect my buffers or you. I was able to reconstruct data fragments and identify two
origin transmission points.The first from the Monitoring suite; the other outside the city...
Yeah, thirty klicks to the West.
Gold Star! Both signals lasted just under three nano-seconds, embedded within a sub-etheric carrier
wave initially transmitted to the Array's tertiary systems.
And where did both signals broadcast to?
To the anomaly Rich. But wait! There's more to come. Although majority of the Array's components
are of Delvedian manufacture, certain secondary components which were active when the signals were
transmitted are not – in short those that came from the Santris Intra-Federation. And here's a clinch. Some
of SIF's holdings are tied to merchant houses with known legitimate connections to the Veil Kartel.
Small universe. Seems the Director and Kerit didn't keep the Senate in the loop.
I noticed that, Rich. Even if they were never aware of any connections between the SIF and the
Kartel, we've seen what kind of things the Kartel do legitimately in order to gain footholds. We're still
scratching the surface into what they do outside the norm.
They're war-merchants Xander; buying and selling weapons to the highest bidders on the Verge's black
market and reaping fusocredits by the barrel load, but maybe they're into R and D as well.
It would be better if we knew more about them Rich. Nova Corps, Omega Corps or the Kree's Tan
Vintor couldn't fathom how far their influence is throughout the Verges, or beyond. Even so I have what
you'd call a “hunch” that we're dealing with something more than just a possible Kartel incursion venture
Rich.
Yeah that weird dark patch inside Mal-dran-ve on his spine. Any ideas what that is yet?
Could be some kind of genetic anomaly – or perhaps some kind of lifeform. Right now I don't have a
clue.
Okay you keep digging and see what else comes up. I've gotta concentrate on what's ahead and be
prepared for anything. Open the music archive and play something suitable. Your choice. And you better adapt the
suit. It's going to get real hot soon.
I listened to “Nothing as It Seems” from Pearl Jam's Binaural album as Xander re-configured my suit via
the adaptive camouflage secondary skin with a white/gold combo to reflect heat away. Even so I still felt a
trickle of sweat run down the back of my neck and joints as I closed the gap towards the local star.

My helmet was now fully sealed; eye slits capped by hydrogen-alpha filters to ensure I didn't go blind
from the incandescent glare from the Oracle. I relied more on the HUD, giving me a full three hundred and sixty
degree visual of my surroundings in shades of green and white.
I could see the solar wind as an amorphous orange/red cloud streaming from the star dead centre and
there, gaps, some measuring less than a thousand kilometres long and fifty kilometres wide, others bigger and
wider. The larger ones were close to the primary planets in the system; the large gas giant was particularly
noticeable considering it had a big magnetosphere that churned the solar wind around it. Delvedia's was also
present, but in flux.
If the field had been the correct alignment it would caused enough gaps to buffer the geo-plasma
bubble and lessen the storm front. Goes back to technology. If we on Earth could construct breakwaters to
prevent floods then surely hyper-intelligent races out here would've figure how to do the same with the solar
winds, lessening the damage from geo-solar storms. I held onto the thought and glanced at the radiation
counter.
So far radiation levels were within theYellow Zone. By time I reached the anomaly, they'd be well within
Orange; a band one million kilometres wide encircling the star's corona. A normal human being wearing a
standard NASA spacesuit would find themselves literally micro-waved.
Luckily for me the suit's Phasic Shield protected me, a wafer-thin mono-molecular graviton field,
sheathed my body like a second skin. That and the nanite webware – bless their little micro organic brains in
synch with Xander's primarily core wetware. The nanites actually feed on background radiation – so right now
they were having a real banquet from the star's solar wind.
The nanos also played a more important role as part of the suit's intrinsic Nova Matrix - constantly using
their collective superconductivity to direct and harness the ever present flow of gravitons streaming from the
universal ether; the core substance that was the Nova Force, ensuring they integrated the Nova Force into my
own body's cell structure giving me the extraordinary abilities that made me what I was. My suit has other
attributes too, such as recycling my bodily waste, the ever so nifty camouflage adaptation matrix which came
in handy when I ran into Drax on that jungle planet, plus one of the best music and film archives in the Verges,
besides Peter's.
I realised just then that I'd worn the suit for several weeks now since the Upgrade, the day I bid adieu to
Worldmind. It had become so much part of me that I often felt I'd never really want to take it off at all – like a
second skin. But deep down I really missed the last time I'd had a decent shower. Just thinking about that as I
got ever closer to the local star made me feel a bit cooler...
I'd already passed the second planet in the system, a hunk of irregularly shaped rock composed of iron
and nickel that looked like a half melted pretzel. Its sister was twenty thousand million kilometres distant.
“Rider, we're establishing orbital insertion. Senate Alpha Ki'tch is addressing the population. I'll be
finalising evac procedures when I meet with him directly.You see a visual yet?”
“Yeah, got it on IDASI; some kinda large black ball. Can't tell if it's artificial or organic or whatever till I
get closer. I'll keep this frequency open and send you data-squirts as long as I'm able till the radiation backwash
drowns everything out in white-noise. You better promise me that if there is some alien device causing all this
mayhem and I can't shut it down then you gotta get those folks clear. Just do what you can. Got that?”
“Rider, it wo..”
“Did you hear what I said!”
“I heard you! Rider we're detecting an extreme energy fluctuation emanating from the star. Massive surge
of energy coming from the photosphere! Rider? Richie?!You listening…?
“I'm kinda busy right now!”
It was moving fast, a wave of energy, beautiful, mesmerising and yet I knew it was dangerous. And it
would envelop me in less than a heartbeat…
To be Continued...

DAY OF THE DOCRONS!

PART 2

STORY SO FAR - Years ago, a lone survivor of the Nova Corps of Universe 2814 found herself mysteriously deposited on the desert
planet of Threlkel. Known as Denarian, she became a valued member of the Star Blazers protecting Threlkel and its many dominions
fighting alongside allies including the mysterious mage, the Wonder Worlock! Yet now the Threlkellian Empire faces a new threat;
the rise of the Docrons...

The Threlkellian Empire, dimensions distant from our own Milky Way

T

hrough a new, radiating wormhole comes across a dimensional rift the Wonder Worlock, flying
in front of a literal armada made up of starships, battle cruisers and other crafts from the Goff
(which includes the former Gaza worlds), Oceanan (which includes former Neptunian forces)
and N'Moy Empires. It has been a long time since this dimension has seen an arrival of aliens this huge.
BRAKA-BRAK-BOOOOOMMM!!!!
These are not invaders but protectors. The Dark Mage has played it one-on-one with the
Docrons too many times, lost too much. Some of those losses have been personal, and he is not willing
to “play spaceman” again with such potential dread hanging in the balance.
No, this day the Docrons – who most recently under Overlord Mor have invaded this
Threlkellian dimension and caused terrorist acts on the innocent world of Microsha – will face the full
power of the being comprised of the Souls of She'ol! The Docrons will face the united might of the
greatest space-faring civilizations in the Milky Way Galaxy!
THIS IS WAR!
Once the Wonder Worlock and Olympian forces had captured the disguised Docrons who felled
one of Microsha's glistening new Twin Towers, taking lives and injuring multitudes in the process, it
was child's play for King Zavar, the most powerful telepath in this dimension, to derive the location of
Mor's forces in Threlkel: amid the tactical-blinding asteroid belt nearest Bluech, Threlkel's staunchest
ally and planetary kingdom which suffered the most casualties during the Olympian Incursion.
It is to that area of space the Wonder Worlock's armada flies.
“Onward,” the Dark Mage shouts over a hundred thousand comm systems in just as many
dialects, “onward to the Battle Belt!”
Throneworld…

On the volcanic planet of Threlkel, science not war has been the general order of the day. At least since
warrior king Traven took the Empire in his strong but noble grip not too many bleems after the last of
the active boom darts -- aka nukes -- blew up traitorous Cripton.
Now, in the great and open palace of Traven, he brings down his enchanted sword Memorell
upon a gigantic round table, bringing to order the Circle of Allies, those who fought together to save
the homeworld from the renegade Olympians under the command of the late Warlord Kwang, those
whom he expects to fight for crimes against man on Microsha.
The barbarian, the king in him yearns to join his comrade, the Wonder Worlock, and his allies at
the “Battle Belt,” as the wizard christened the area in planning strategies but a fortnight ago. But this
final meeting of the Circle must make final approval and commitment before that can happen.
This is what he has strived for during his reign: civilization. So why are HIS allies lagging behind
those of the shaman from another dimension? Does freedom, defense of those requiring that
commitment mean more to these dwellers from Universe 3328, as it is designated, than it does his
own people?
"Order! Order!" says Emperor Traven as Eorge Wellton, king of the planet proper sitting to his
right, gives several delegations a cold stare.
"Order!”
"The honored representative of the Bluecher has the floor."
The great dra'al (chieftain) Hromkrr arises among his Bluecher fellows, an air of respect felt
around the massive table.

"O Great Traven, it upsets us that this body's collective plan of attack centers so close to our
peaceful world. And yet where you lead, my Emperor, we of Bluech do follow!” Hromkrr exclaims in an
echoing voice, the half-moon symbol above his brow glowing bright crimson. “Our banner states
'Commitment, Concern, Charity, Freedom.' The Bluecher stand with Traven! As always!”
"We of I'rhjats echo the sentiments of the honored Hromkrr, and welcome the aid and
assistance of the Wonder Worlock and his outworld armada,” says King Flor Tkutjn. "I am only too
sorry suspicions have been voiced on this subject. If it were not for the Wonder Worlock and the Star
Blazers, our world would now burn in ruins following the Incursion. We stand with Traven!”
Aquatain, who these days occupies the seat of her famed father, the late diplomat Darkus, on
the Circle, takes an uncharacteristic pause. She is both Star Blazer and parliamentarian; her heart
wishes to join Nova and the SBs as soon as possible. “Nautica stands for justice … justice for the
Subatomics, justice for Trelkel,” she finally says. “We are with Traven!”
Krom, new King of Orthgona, regally stands among his emerald entourage. "The growing
restlessness of the tribes toward strange cosmic occurrences in this area where we have pinpointed
these 'Docron' concerns me. We were ready to broach this subject BEFORE Microsha, which Orthgona
regards as a brother world, one of our own. I say ye, TRAVEN!”
"Here, here!" a member of Hromkrr's delegation yells.
“So are we of one mind?” the Emperor asks the table. To a person, the vote is a resounding AYE!
A silent Wellton looks to Traven at his left, still seated. The Emperor's head is in one hand; he is
not so easily driven to emotion, this barer of the enchanted blade. The usually emotionless Wellton is
himself touched.
"Ayes have it. The Circle is in recess!" Wellton declares.
To Traven's right, the silent King Zavar of sanctioned Olympia smiles, patting both Traven and
Wellton on their shoulders.
It is barely a half-hour later when the once-crowded public teleport center on Threlkel is empty.
Traven says goodbye to wives and children in his open garden, swings mighty Memorell above
his head and then he too is flying through the void of space, gathering an ever-growing force of
starships as he swings past world after world on the journey to faraway Bluech.
Directly behind Traven are the soaring Nova and Prism, followed by the battleships of the Star
Blazers!
In the vastness of Bluecher space …

High Lord Mor's new Star Destroyer hides itself in the darkness of the ebony abyss, its shields
protecting it from asteroids minor and major. The huge worldship is surrounded by a convoy of smaller
spacecraft. Docron fighters dart to and fro.
On the bridge of the Star Destroyer, coordinators working the vast complex of electronic
controls hear ominous approaching footsteps and look up from their controls. The squat Admiral N'xt
also feels the approaching presence and turns toward it.
Mor, Lord of the Docrons, enters like a chill wind. As Mor moves across the wide bridge, N'xt
hurries to his side.
If you're going to be hidden in someone's shadow, whose better than Mor's? the politicallyadept Admiral thinks to himself.
“It would seem our arrival has not gone as covertly as you promised, Admiral,” Mor says,
looking not at the officer to his right but out the view screen of the worldship.
“My Lord, the connection between that world of slaves, of vast mineral riches your senses
guided us to …” N'xt stutters, “… between Microverse or whatever and the Wonder Wizard were NOT
known … uh, Sir…?”
“Worlock.”
“Sir?”

“Wonder Worlock, THE Wonder Worlock,” Mor says. “He who tasks me, who has beaten me in
fair combat deserves respect.You show none.”
Mor closes his fist, and N'xt's throat starts to constrict. It is over in seconds; another in-space
promotion. “I lose more admirals that way,” Mor chortles to himself.
“Captain Azo'r,” Mor says over the comm. “Congratulations, Captain. Join me on the bridge
when you can.”
In Security, the good captain Azo'r has wet his trousers.

The Docrons come in quick, even as emergency sirens on Bluech's surface continue sounding. On
most video scopes from the attacking armada (as well as on the sides of most of the vessels) is the
ancient sign of the Docron Scarp Bird, its talons and beak open wide. As has recently become known,
the symbol undoubtetly appeared on the Docron ships which drove the Binary out of its own galaxy
and into extinction eons agone.
Even the Wonder Worlock is startled by the attack's suddenness, his cosmic awareness never
even hinting at approaching danger. And yet … here they are, the forces of Overlord Mor, already
beginning attack sequence faster than Nova can dispatch her Star Blazers into action.
Bringing such a large contingent of armed allies across the dimensional rift leaves the Dark
Mage quite drained, almost as drained as a time decades ago when he protected the planet N'Moy
from the explosion of its shattered moon. He had time to heal then, time to rest.
No time for such thoughts now, not if he is to help his friend Emperor Traven.
In a first strike, the Docrons savagely unleash radioactive meteorite bombs onto Bluech,
hoping to render the planet's surface uninhabitable. Nova works feverishly with Whiz and Flame to
rush the planetwide populous into deep underground shelters, but the radioactivity is feared to be
seeping its way underground, affecting them as well.
Threlkel's warbirds leap to the challenge as Bluech finally begins erecting forcefields following
the sudden attack. There is little fear about the throneworld aboard the crafts; Traven has left a squad
of SBs to guard the life-giving energy rings over Threlkel proper. They have undergone enough
damage from the carcass of Kat'Wallidur years ago.
Armed with photon torpedoes and laser cannons, Threlkel's space fleet is hopelessly
outclassed by the reptilian Docrons. But where the throneworld may be lacking, the Olympians and
the scientific wonders of their vessels, many either invented or discovered by rogue scientist Java Lyn,
come to their fellows' aid.
Using her intense training from both long-gone Xandar and from present-day Olympia, Nova
downs many of the Docrons' one-man attack fighters herself, as well as disabling two massive battle
cruisers. Even the battle-hardened Mor is impressed before placing a null containment field around
the woman warrior and bringing her aboard his Star Destroyer.
“You will find me a very unwilling and uncooperative prisoner, murderer!” the former Nova
corpsman called Denarian screams at Mor defiantly. “The Star Blazers are more than one person! You
have come to this dimension only to meet your doom!”
Without their leaders – Prima Dona, praetor and most powerful of the imperial guard,
stationed with a cadre by Traven's strict orders on Oceanus with Queen Arema in case of any covert
attacks on the Wonder Worlock's adopted universe; Nova, current captive of Mor -- the Star Blazers do
what they can, with the Inhuman Tornado and Prism leading the way for Threlkel's forces.
Traven, meanwhile, transports himself to the other side of Bluech to ensure the defense of that
populous, using his enchanted blade Memorell to great affect against the attack force there.
“Have at thee!” the sky-warrior repeatedly shouts as dozens upon dozens of single-man
vehicles go kamikaze without their own approval. “For the Founders! For Microsha! For Threlkel!”
Whiz, seeing that the odds seem in Threlkel's favor in that clime with King Traven's
intervention, returns at lightning speed to Bluech's Command Core to check on the Wonder Worlock.

He finds the Dark Mage, surrounded by Dra'al Hromkrr, General Amphros Doz of Gaza, Admiral Gill
Espy of Oceanus, and several Bluecher military leaders, deep in thought, lowly chanting.
“I am trying to summon the great Shield of Survok, but without the proper preparation time, I
am afraid we are undone,” the mage tells a quizzical Whiz.
“O Sir, the Tornado is in space fighting the invading forces and I fear for this world's people with
the radiation spreading from the meteorite bombs!” Whiz says.
The Wonder Worlock immediately sends his consciousness outward, determining the yin and
yang of the injury he is trying to heal on this living world. “Ahh …” is his only comment.
A moment's concentration by the mage. Freezing winds then begin to blow on the landscapes
of Bluech amid the bomb blasts. As the Vortex of Viruses engulfs the “radiation” – in reality contained
solar energy -- slowly, inexorably, the whirling winds create a downward spiral and literally suck a
majority of the destructive force into Conjurers Cones – planetwide!
The Wonder Worlock calls for refreshing rains from the heavens to wash the natural radiation
and the energies that were once those of a star from this world. He then strengthens the storm and
directs a bolt of celestial lightning directly at Mor's Star Destroyer shadowing the skies above Bluech.
In that same moment, the teleporting Star Blazer Smoke enters the craft, grabs Nova and is back in an
Olympian starjammer in – well, in a flash!
Planetside, the eye slits of the mage's black cowl seemingly fill with stars, and the Wonder
Worlock becomes as one with Bluech's very damaged ecosystem. Psionically reaching out across the
world, the cosmic champion lifts both hands and, in a spectacular display of his space-bending power,
literally extinguishes the solar radiation and the damage it has wrought.
The wizard takes a breath, and hopes the moment's respite might become a partial victory…at
least for the surviving population of this world.
The people of Bluech are safe … for now.
Elsewhere in the Battle Belt, a major attack against the Threlkellian right flank fails to force
Threlkel's king, Eorge Wellton – now gladly and enthusiastically returning to the world he loves,
military combat -- to commit his reserve. But the Docrons press on with their main assault against the
population centers off-world. As the attack progresses, Docron Commander Vhink'ton spots the
cloaked military might of Threlkel's staunch ally, the other-dimensional starcraft of the great Goff
Empire. Behind a master comm, Captain Rand plots strategy and leads the assault.
Vhinl'ton recalls the Goff name from a former invasion of Oceanus. Disdainful of Threlkellian
fighting ability and (with Mor on his side) overly confident of his own leadership and the abilities of his
men, the commander continues the attack in the belief that he could defeat Wellton and Rand before
allies the Orthgons, Sconscions and I'rhjats join the fight in this sector.
Vhinl'ton has no idea that a recovering Wonder Worlock is in the Olympian battle craft Ares,
overseeing the execution of the elite group's swift yo-yo style attacks. Utilizing his own teleportation
powers and that of Smoke, the Star Blazers are swiftly entering and exiting prime battle areas, either
shielding them as best they can using Prism's vaunted cosmic stone and the vortexes from Whiz and
the Inhuman Tornado or causing as much destruction to Docron invaders as possible. Nova, Prism,
Flame and the feral Wolfin have taken out whole regiments by themselves this day under the guidance
of Zavar and the mage.
*****

For nine long days, Docrons and Threlkel's Allied Forces fight, with everything from laser cannons to
bayonets. The Docrons finally secure a commanding position at the center at Lat'aye Sine on-world,
but the Allied lines hold. Late in the afternoon, the Bluecher transport forces to the land mass and
seize the village of Plancenoit in Vhinl'ton's rear, which forced the Docrons to fall back. After a brutal
battle in space, in the sky and on the ground, the Docrons force the Sconscions to withdraw. Vhinl'ton,

under the guidance of Mor and new Admiral Azo'r, then turns back against Wellton.
Vhinl'ton orders his most experienced battalions forward from their reserve position in space
for another assault against the Allied center. The attack almost breaches the Allied defenses before
Wellton commits his own reserves. When the survivors of Vhinl'ton's best battalions begin to
withdraw from the staggering fight, other units join the retreat. The Sconscions, who had regrouped,
attack the Docron flank, sending the remainder running in disorder to the south. Vhinl'ton's last few
reserve battalions lead him to the rear where he attempts, without success, to regroup his scattered
army.
Meanwhile, the one-man army called Traven has utilized Memorell to clear all invaders from
Bluech's local space – including an incursion from the X'rron no one even knew about, unrelated to the
Docrons. The barbarian ruler had refused both the Wonder Worlock and Zavar's repeated requests to
send reinforcements his way. But the expression on the King's face as the dark necromancer arrived
and fought for two hours by his side belies his accusations of treason, which the mage laughed off
heartily with his friend whirling the enchanted blade.
Although defeated, the Docrons refuse to give up. When the Allies ask a reptilian Docron Old
Guard officer to surrender, he replied, “Docrons die, they never surrender."
More than 26,000 Docrons, including Vhinl'ton, were killed and another 9,000 wounded or
captured during the invasion. Threlkel Allied casualties totaled 22,000 – including four Star Blazers
(Q'zar, Amaza, Micron and, ironically, the cunning SBer who called himself Doc Ronn – he was actually
of other-dimensional Docron blood but lived and died a free Threlkellian).
At the end of the nine-day cosmic war, more than 50,000 beings lay dead or wounded within a
three-square-mile battlefield surrounding the capitol city. Thousands more on both sides were killed
or wounded in the campaign that led to what would soon be called the Battle of Bluech.
The vast Star Destroyer was captured by Prism and several squadrons of Olympian troops. It is
now grounded, in over two trillion pieces, amid the boom dart reserves of the Forbidden Zone on
Threlkel.
No sign of Mor has been found.
All captured Docrons, including those responsible for the fall of the Microshan tower, are found
guilty of terrorism and sentenced, with the permission of the Oceanans, to a pocket universe called
the Ghost Zone for all time.
By vote of Threlkel's Circle of Allies, a new seat is added to the august body. While it as yet has no
voting or veto prowess, the seat's holder does have debate, rebuttal and representation rights. It is for
Microsha, and its first holder shall be, with Nova's guidance, Jaedas.
“My good friend,” Traven says to the Wonder Worlock, in a corner of the Bluecher Palace Royal
during an ongoing celebration for Circle leaders, military officers and their other-dimensional allies,
“perhaps I should give some thoughts to returning Threlkel to its barbaric roots rather than the science
of the future. It seems we are in a war every other bleem.”
“You rule as you see fit, Your Highness, as you HAVE seen fit,” the Dark Mage says. “That is all
you can do. That, and enjoy all these wonderful children of your own.”
“By the way, mage, your General Doz told me something about the gallant lad Rand and his
mind-witchery, about leading a counter-attack against the Docrons in his own realm? How he had
fought them when he was but a lowly gambler of sorts? Surely …”
“You know how Zavar has difficulty understanding why his teep cannot read the Subatomics?”
“Aye.”
“Same with Rand. The boy is a box of puzzles and enigmas. I just learned to enjoy his company,”
the celestial shaman answers.
“You answer questions with riddles as usual, wizard,” Traven says, smiling. “You there, server,
more ale for my friend and I. More ale!”
TO BE CONCLUDED…
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